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The purpose of this paper is to determine the effectiveness

of ult,raviolet t ight f or the disinf ection of secondary

wastewater treatment plant effluent.

lVastewater contains signÍficant numbers of pathogenic

organisms which can impact the use of the receiving stream

downstream of the wastewater treatment plant outfall. Ultra-

violet t igrht has been shown to be a potential disinf ection

alternative for reducing the pathogenic organisms contained

in wastewater treatment piant effluent.

This paper wiII provide an overview of the ultraviolet light

disinfection process and will focus on the effectiveness and

results of pi lot plant studies undertaken at Calgary,

Alberta.

The overal I effectiveness of the process was evaluated with

respect to total coliform and fecal coliform reduction.

Factors influencing the process were also examined.

It was found a dosage of 35 mWs/cm¡ r+as sufficíent to effect

a 3 log reduction in effluent fecal coliform. In addition,

photoreactivation was found to be signÍficant, íncreasing

the effluent levels by an order of magnitude, or 1 log.

Extended perÍods of time between cleaning, on the order of

60 days, did not result in deterioration of disinfection

ef f ectiveness.

ABSTRACT
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1.0 Introductíon

1. i- Disinf ection

Disinfection, or to disinfect, is defined as "to free from

inf ect ion by destroying harmf ul microorganisms " (l{ebster

L97L) . A disÍnfectant is defined as (Vlebster I97I) "an agent

that frees from infection especial Iy a chemical that

destroys vegetative forms of harmful microorgianisms but not

ordinarily bacterial sPores".

Vegetative ce1 Is are the types normal ly found in municipai

wastewater treatment plant effluent. They are the ce1 ls

which are viable and are reproducing normally. Spores êre

resistant forms which bacterial cells produce in response to

some environmental condition, usual Iy a shortage of

nutrients. They are dormant states of the ceIIs, and are

extremely resistant to heat and chemical disinfection. They

can be destroyed by sterilÍzatíon.

Typical secondary wastewater treatment plants wili remove in

excess of 99% of the influent organisms, througih biolog'ical,

chemical and mechanical processes (Maclaren 1986). Influent

populations of 2 x L00 organisms,/lO0 mL are reduced to

2 x 105 organisms,/1O0 mL in typical activated sludge plants

(Maclaren L986, Metcalf and Eddy L979, City of Calgary

1990) .

There have been three different types of disinfection used

in wastewater appl ications. The majorÍty of plants use
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chlorine as the prÍmary disinfectant. Chlorine has been used

for many yeêrs, and is usually applied to the effluent so

sufficient contact time is available for the disinfecting

reaction to go to completion. The hypochlorous acid

molecule, HOC1 is responsible for the germícidaI action and

is produced when chlorÍne is dissolved in water. An easily

measured residual is used for process control, with a

positive residual indicating compete disinfection or

reaction with the pathogenic organisms in the effluent. This

reaction is dependent on the characteristics of the

wastewater including pH and temperature (Hammer L977).

Ozonation has gained in popularity over the past few years.

Ozone is comprised of an oxyqen radical, Os usual ly

generated from electrical discharge. Ozone is a strong

oxidant and wiIl react with organics, microorganisms and

other substances in the water or wastewater. It is unstable,

and is usually generated on site and used within a short

time and distance of the ozone generator. It can be

expensive, and no residual is left behind after the

disinfectíon process has been completed. Recent studies,

however, have shown there may be a residual Ieft after
ozonation (I{oIfe 1990) .

Ultraviolet liqht has also gained in popularity over the

last few years. Ultraviolet iight operates in the Iight

spectrum of 25O nanometres (nm) and is part of the sunligiht



which reaches the earth. Figure 1 shows the light spectrum.
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Natural dÍsinfection of water can take place when water is

exposed to sunlight for prolonged times. The most germicidal

wavelength is 260 nm (Prescott et al 1990, EPA 1986). This

is shown in Figure 2. Lamps used are low pressure sodium

light tubes, similar to florescent tubes used for lighting.

These produce ultraviolet ligrht with è wavelenqth of 254 nrn.

The microorganisms are exposed to a certain intensity of

ultra violetl ight f or a given time. Ultraviolet I iqrht. wi l1

inactivate vegetative and sporulatíng cells. The relative

qermicidal effectiveness as a function of wavelength for low

pressure lamps is shown in Figure 3.

V¡olst Green Orange
Blue Yellow Red

Source: EPA(1986)
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1.2 History of Ultraviolet Liqht Disinfection

Visible iight was first divided into its component parts by

EFFECTIVENE5S AS A
FUNCTION OF I,¡AVELENGTH
Source: EPA(1986)
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fsaac Newton in 1666. A glass prism i,rtas used to separate

white light into the colour sPectrum. This light was termed

visible light and includes liqht with wavelengths ranging

f¡e¡¡ 380 to 780 nm.

Sir illiliiam Herschel, in 1880, determined tight beyond 78O

nm produced a temperature rise in a thermometer. This light

region was past the red colour range of the visible tight

spectrum and was termed infrared light. The ultraviolet

region rn'as discovered by J.!V. Ritter in 1801 - Si lver

chloride was found to darken when subjected to visible

Iight, and this effect was heightened near the violet end of

the spectrum. This Iight was termed ultravioiet radiation.

Ultravioiet tight is non-ionizing radiation. This means it

does not ionize atoms or molecules. Ionizing of atoms and

molecules causes them to gain or lose electrons. The idea of

ionizing and. non-ionizing radiation is useful for biological

def initions (Jaggier 1967). The UV region stops at 1000 nm.

Authors have suggested ultra violetlight played è key role

in the origin of life on earth (Jaqger L967).

Disinfection of potable water by ultraviolet light Ì{as

investigated in the early i.900's. The concept appeared to be

promising and was first used in 1910 (Thampi 1987, Carlson

et a1 1985, EPA 1986) in France. Some UV disinfection was

done in the United States, but this technology was abandoned

in the l-930's (Carlson et al 1985) . Chloríne replaced UV at

this time. The reasons given for the success of chlorine
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were, high cost of UV treatment, maintenance and operating

problems with UV and chlorine hras thought to be more

efficient and rel iable than other dÍsinfection methods

(Carlson et al 1985).

UItravÍolet t ight disinfection has recently been re-

evaluated for use in both potable and wastewater

appl ications.

Potable waters, including groundwaters are finding

ultraviolet light disinfection technology may be applicable

because possible harmful by-products of chemical

disinfection are not present. Disinfection by-products (DBP)

and. Maximum Contaminant Concentrations (MCC) are being

reevaluated in the UnÍted States by the Environmental

Protection Agency, EPÀ (I,tIolfe 1990). Groundwater is a major

source of drinkingr water ín North America. Recently, concern

has been shown regarding the possibility of formation of

DBP's by the use of disinfection chemicals such as chlorine

and ozone (lJol f e 1990) . Chlorine can produce tri-

ha I omethanes ,

groundwaters and surface waters. Ozone can produce assimable

orgianic carbon which can result in biological activity in

distribution mains and pipÍng networks (üIolfe 1990).

Ultraviolet Iight is currently being evaluated for use in

potable water disinfection on large scale applications in

the United States. Ultraviolet disinfection has been done on

ships for potable drinking water production for a number of

suspected carcinog:ens, in coloured



years (EPA 1986).

Ultraviolet disínfection is appl icable to wastewater

treatment plant effluent as well. It does not produce ê

toxic residual, as does chlorine, and does not affect

downstream aquatic life. fn addition, it does not produce

by-products which can be harmful to humans, such as tri-

halomethanes, suspected carcinogens (Carlson et aI 1985, EPA

1986) . Ultravioiet I ight offers the fol lowing advantages

(Wolfe 1990).

Shows excellent performance for killing bacteria

and cysts

Contact times are very short, on the order of

seconds. This results in smaller reactors and cost

savings.

- There are no by-products such as TFIM, AOC, tastes and

odours or halogenated by-products.

Can combine with ozone or hydrogen peroxide to

provide taste and odour removal.

- Relatively low cost.

I

1.3 ArtÍficial Sources of Ultraviolet Lisht
Sunlight is the natural source of UV tight which reaches the

earth. Most of this UV light, however, is screened by the

ozone iayer and does not reach the planet surface.

UV tight can be produced by artificial means. Fiorescent

Iamps, for example, produce UV light. This type of lamp
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contains low pressure mercury vapour and a filament. An

electrical current heats the fi lament and produces

electrons. In addition, the voltage accelerates the

electrons which collide wÍth mercury atoms in the tube.

Other mercury atoms become exited after collision with the

electrons and positively charged mercury ions. The excited

mercury ions emit energy in the form of photons at a

wavelength of 253.7 nm. The florescent tube is coated with a

substance, such ès phosphor, which produces visibie

florescence upon radiation excitation. The glass tube

enveloping the mercury çlas, filament and coating al.lows the

fluorescent radiation to escape. This radiated fluorescence

is the tight whÍch we perceive as white light. These types

of lights produce litt1e heat as most of the input energy is

used for light production.

Incandescent I ights produce UV radiat ion as we I 1 . Higih

wattage bulbs, for example, can emulate sunlight and contain

appreciable amounts of UV radiation. These are impractical

for the sole production of ultraviolet Iight however, since

most of the Ínput energy is converted to heat rather than

usefut UV radiation.
The most common form of UV iight productÍon used in
municipal wastewater disinfection and water disinfection
comes from the "g,ermicidal lamp" (Jagger 1967). This is
similar to the fluorescent tight tube, but the coating has

been eliminated. This means the light produced from the tube
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is most ly UV l ight produced at the 253.7 nm Yravetength.

After a sufficient "burn irì" period of about 100 hours, the

Iamp witl emit about 86% (Jagger L967) of the total radiant

energry at 253.7 nm.

The low pressure lamp has the advantage over medium and high

pressure lamps because most of its radiation is in the

required range for microbial inactivatÍon. The terms low

pressure, medium pressure and high pressure, refer to the

internal pressure inside the glass tube. Low pressure lamps

utilize very low pressure mercury, while high pressure lamps

use pressures on the order of several atmospheres (Jagger

1967). In addition, the other forms of lamps emit a smaller

portion of the total radiation at the 253.7 nm wavelength

required for inactivation (FeP Seminar, Oct, 1990).

The low pressure system is the choice among most active

treatment plants in the USA and Canada (EPA 1986). The

existing plants, especialiy those constructed within the

last 5 i.0 years are almost exclusively low pressure

appl ications.

1.4 Mechanism of Disínfection bv Ultraviolet Liqht

Disinfection using ultraviolet Iight is a physical process,

not a chemical process. Chemical processes, such as the

addition of chlorine or ozone, cause a chemical change

within an organism. Chlorine and ozone are strong oxidants

and react with the cell wali of the organisms. The cell wall
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weakens or is destroyed and the nuclear material lysis. T?ris

results in death of the cell.
UV light does not react in a chemÍcal nature. The UV light
reacts with the nuclear material of the cel I by causing a

change in the way in which the cell can reproduce. CeLIs

reproduce by fission, that is, dividing into two cells.
During this process, DNA is replicated using a variety of

enzymes and steps to form a replicated strip of the parental

DNA. This DNA is encoded for the traits which will identify
and form the daughter ceil during division. If the DNA is in

someway altered, the replicated DNA will be altered and the

new cell wilt not be formed, or will be improperly formed.

Uitraviolet light reacts wíth the DNA and causes a change in

the DNA which does not allow the DNA to be replicated
properly.

DNA replication is a process which was discovered in the

l-950's and is well understood. Pairing of nucleotides,

either purines or pyrimidine bases, occurs during the

repl ication of a strip of DNA. One of the nucleotides

involved in this is thymine. Thymine is a pyrimidine base as

are uracil and cytosine. Purines or pyrimíde bases are

cyclic nitrogien compounds with double bonds and properties

resembling aromatic compounds (Prescott et al L990). These

combine with purines such as gruanine and adenine during

replication. Ultraviolet Iight causes a double bond to form

between adjacent thymine molecules and prevents this portion
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of the strand from joining with the adjacent purine.

Pyrimidines are 10 times more susceptible to UV compared to

purines (Jagger L967). Thymine and uracil will be affected

in the DNA and cytosine and uracil will be affected in RNA

(Jagg¡er L967). The double bond formation prevents unwinding

of the DNA strip and repl Ícation is stopped, or is
incorrectly carried out. The formation of this bond between

the thymine is known as a thymine dimer. This reaction or

formation of dimers can occur for uracii and cytosine as

weil, but is most easiiy formed by thymine.

DNA is a long double helix molecule which occurs as a strand

in organisms. Nucleotides along the strand contain the

information necessary for dupl ícation of the strand.

Complementary pairing of the A and G bases occurs with the

U, C and T bases of the replicating strand. À will pair with
T for example, and G wiil pair with C. As the new strand is
forming, the thymÍne dimer prevents the A from pairing with

the T and an error wiil result in the replicating strand.

Several dimers wili make replication very difficult, if not

impossibie (EPA 1986). An example of DNA damage resulting
from exposure to UV iight is shown in Figure 4.

It has been f ound the 253.7 nm v¡avelength of UV I ight
produces the most lethal effects or reactions with the

nucleic acids of cells (EPA L986) and this fact is exploited

in the use of ultraviolet tight for disinfection.
The cel1 is considered inactive after exposure to UV light



Example of ÞNA and UV damlg€ to DNA
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and. DNA d.amage has occurred. The uv l ight must have

sufficient intensity and. contact tÍme to ensure complete

d.amage of DNA has occuryed . Thi s wi 1 i be di scussed i n

subsequent sections. The term inactivate is used rather than

kill because the cell remains alive. It has been rendered

unable to reproduce and. therefore, cannot form colonies when

exposed. to the correct environmental conditions. Ceiis whích

TO DNA
Source: EPA(1986)
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have irreparable DNA damage due to UV light exposure will

not form colonies, and are considered as non-colony formingi

units. The celI cannot reproduce and in biological or

microbiological terms is therefore considered dead.

The formation of dimers and the influence of UV light on

pyrimÍdines occurs in both DNA and RNA. Therefore, the

actual replication or qenetic material is affected as well

as the initiation material, RNA.

1 .5 DNA Damaqe Repair Mechanislns

Damaged. DNA can be repaired by a number of mechanisms - These

include excision repair, removdl of lesions or incorrect

segrments and. postrepl ication repair (Prescott et a1 1990) .

1.5.1 Excision Repair

Excision repaÍr is classified as a dark reactíon since it

does not require visible iight to occur. Excision repair is

a repair mechanism which can repair damage causing

distortion to the double helix of the DNA molecule. An

endonuclease can remove the damaged sectors with some of the

bases bordering the damaged section. Such damaged sections

are referyed to as lesions. A single stranded gap results

which can be fiiled by DNA polymerase I and DNA ligase

(Prescott et aI 1990). This mechanism can repair almost any

d.amage which can distort the d.oubl e he I ix such as thymine

dimers. fn sunmary, the portion of DNA which is damaged is
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removed from the stand and a ner,r piece of DNA which will

match up with the required base pairs will be spliced in its

pIace.

Mutation can occur during this repair mechanism because a

new piece of DNA must be spliced into the gap left during

the excision repair.

L.5.2 Lesion Removal

Dimers, such as thymine, can be repaired by spiitting the

bonding between them. The dimers are spl it by ö.n enzyme

catalyzed reaction using visibie ligrht. This is a

photochemical reaction which can separate the thymines using

visÍble 1Íght and the enzyme photolyase. The use of visible

tigfht has given rise to this repair mechanism being called

photoreactivation.

This repair phenomenon does not remove the damaged material

from the stand and there is no chance a mutation could occur

from the incorrect splicing of material into the resulting

gap. This mechanism is considered error free with no chance

of mutatÍon occurring.

Photoreactivation is thought to occur oniy in the nucleic

acid of a cell (Jagger t967). It is also closely related to

temperature and the dosage of the photoreactivating

radiation (Jaggrer L967) . This may be due to a l imiting

amount of enzyme required for the photochemical reaction to

occur (Jagger L967). Low temperature and low nutrients would
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render an orgranism more able to repair itsel f (EPA 1986)

since DNA replication would be slower than if the ceil vrere

in the log growth phase. Organisms in the lag growth phase

wi t I have more time to repair the damage (EPA 1986) .

Sunl Íght is usual ly used to provide the necessary visible

ligrht for the photochemical reaction. The amount of sunlight

which can reach the orgranisms wi I I depend on the outfal I

channel and the receiving stream itself. Deep, slow moving

and turbid receiving streams will not be as favourable to

photoreactivation as shallow clear receiving streams (EPA

1986).

This is a rapid repair mechanism, occurring within minutes

of exposure to the correct wavelength of visible light (EPA

1986), and is the repair mechanism most critical to UV

disinfection. Organisms which have been exposed to UV

radíation cèn repair themselves by phoÈoreactivation and

this can be critical when designing a system or monitoring

system performance. Several studies have shown

photoreactivation is critical

disinfection effÍcÍency of ultraviolet Iight (Scheibie and

Bassell 1981, QualIs et aI L9B7).

Photoreactivation does not occur for all organisms and is

limited to a few (Chang et aI 1985, QualIs et aI 1984, EPA

19g6) . Escherichia qe_l i and Shi_qe 1 14. do exhibit

-

photoreactivation, however, streptococci species do not (EPA

1986, Harris et ai L987). Viruses Iack the repair enzymes

when evaluatingi the
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which are required for photoreactivation (Harris et a1

L987). This mechanism is thought to occur in bacteria only.

Design must take into account the phenomenon of

photoreactivation since this can result in a L log increase

in the number of colony forming units founÉ in typical

secondary wastewater treatment plant effluent which has been

rad.Íated with ultraviolet I ight. This is especial iy critical

when designingr a system to meet surface water quality

guideLines. PrÍmary contact recreational waters may require

a coI iform count of 2OO/LOO mL to be within I icence

requirements. A L log increase in the colony for"ming unit

ability wili signifÍcantly impact the system size and cost

to reach this l imit.

Several researchers inciuding Scheible and Bassell (198L),

Snider (1991), and Harris et al (1987) note the effects of

photoreactivation on effluent concentrations of indicator

organisms. It shouid be noted, however, photoreactivation

occurs for only a portion of the affected population and is

never complete (Venosa 1983).

1 .5.3 Post Repl ication RePair

Post repl ication repair mechanism are simi lar to the

excision repair mechanisms. The DNA is scanned for errors

and the erroneous or damagied segrnent of DNA is removed and

replaced by DNA polymerase. This is also a relatively slow

process.



1.6 Mutations

Mutations can be produced or induced by any process or

chemical which can alter the DNA of a ceII. Mutation could

be described by the way a colony reproduces, growth or no

growth on nutrients or substrates, or antibiotic sensitivity

not found in the original cells. Ultraviolet light is such a

process in that direct altering of the DNA Ín a cel I takes

place durinq inactivation. The UV process is subject to

mutat ions .

The mutation form which would be found in UV disinfected

waters would be termed induced mutation. UV radiation leads

the formation of thlmine dimers within the DNA stand and

prevents hydrogen bonding between base pairs. This damag'e,

although considered lethal, can be repaired by the repair

mechanisms noted above. This would restore some of the

damaged DNA but significant amounts of error would be

incorporated into the new DNA (Prescott et al 1990, VoIk and

l{heeler 1973) .

Mutations in nature are rare events, on the order of one per

IO? to 10tr cells (Prescott et al 1990). Induced mutations to

1B

increase the occurrence of mutants to one in 103 to one in

106 do not

et al 1990)

It should

radiation,

produce significant amounts of mutations(Prescott

be safe to assume the damage

especial ly large dosages of UV,

inflicted by UV

would be lethal
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to the cell and. mutations would be rare. Specific research

related to mutations shows the chance of mutation follows

the survival dosage curve. In other words, the higher the

d.osage, the lower the chance of mutations (Jagger L967) .

This is attributed to the high dosage ki t I ing or

inactivating atl organisms including the mutants.

It seems probabte, then, mutation in UV systems whÍch are

operating properly and producing very large reductions in

survivors, on the order of greater than 3 log (99.9%)

reduction would be subject to a very low degree of mutatÍon

of the survíving ceils. Chances are great the dosage would

be Iethai to almost all ce11s. In addition, it is unlikely

the surviving mutant cel ls could survive or reproduce (VoIk

and. Wheeler 1,973, ir/olfe 1990). In addition, $/oIfe notes

studies involving UV mutation showed littie or no evidence

of mutation occurrÍng (Wolfe 1990).

1.7 Indicator OrqanÍsms

Studies involving the effíciency and effect of ultraviolet

rad.iation as è disinfection alternative address the use of

indÍcator organisns.

The effect of ultraviolet IÍght can only be determined by

determining the population of an organism before and after

exposure to the ultraviolet t ight. ThÍs is also true for

other d.isinfection methods, however a residual concentration

of the disinfectant in the effluent would indicate
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eradication of the microbial popuiation has occurred.

Many types of organisms occur in wastewater from human and

industrial sources. Thee include viruses, protozoa and

bacteria. These are all potentially pathogenic and can cause

disease if not removed or destroyed by disinfectants.
Pathogens can be used on their o\rn to determine

contamination by human activity, but Índicator organisms ère

commonly used instead. An indicator organism should have the

fol lowing characterístics (Prescott et a1 1990)

- The organism should be suitable for al I types of water

- The indicator organisms should be present when enteric
pathogens are present

- The indicator must survive longer than the longest Iiving
enteric pathogen

- The organisms should not be capable of reproducing in

contaminated water. Erroneous results would occur if this

were possible

- The procedure used to detect the orgianisms should be

specific for the organisms and should give good results at

Iow concentrations

- Testing for the org'anisms must be easy to perform

- The indicator organism itself should be harmless

- A correlation between the population of the indicator
org'anisms and the degree of pollution of a water should

exist.

Another element should be added, especiaily for municipai
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work. The indicator orgranisms should have been suff iciently

studied under similar conditions to allow correlation of new

data with existing data bases. This is important to evaluate

other researchers' findings as wel I as plant performance in

other locations.

The most co¡nmon i ndi cator organism used in munÍ c i pa I

applications is the coliform organism. Coliforms are members

of the Enterobacteriaceae group and contain common bacteria

such as Escherichia coi i . This group of orgianisms is

facultatively anaerobic, gram-negative, non-spore forming,

rod shaped bacteria. They can ferment lactose with gas

formation within 48 hours at 35o degrees Celsius (Prescott

et al i-990, Volk and Wheeler L973) .

Coliforms represent a group of bacteria which are present in

the intestinal tract

Enterobacteriacea can be peritrichously flagellated or noh-

moti 1e and have simple requirements for nutrients.

Enterobacteria or enteric bacteria degrade sug:ars using the

ftnbden-Meyerhof pathway. Common members of the family

includ.e Escherichia coI i, Proteus, ShiCfel la, SaImonel la,

Enterobacter, Serratia, Erwinia, and Klebsiella. These are

common inhabitants of the intestinal tract and can cause

such diseases as grastroenteritis, baci 1 lary dysentery,

typhoid fever, pneumonia and plague (Prescott et al 1990).

of humans. In additÍon,
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These bacteria do not survive in the outside world very

Iong, particulary in aggressive Iiquid environments. The

d.ecease Ín numbers or die out rate is affected by the water

temperature, chemícals within the water, predatory bacteria

and sunl ight.

The col iform group Tlrras chosen as the indicator organism for

this thesis. Several researchers (Qual 1s et al 1983a,

severin 1980, Scheible 1981, 7986) have used E. coli for

evaluating the d.isinfection effectiveness of ultraviolet

iight. Correlation with other data would be made easier

using this grouP of organisrns.

The use of more exotic forms of indicator organisms shoul'd

be consid.ered as well. This would give a good indication of

the effectiveness of the UV disinfection on these organisms.

Such organisms aS bacteriophages and other bacteria can be

used for this purpose. This has been done by other

researchers, but this has been mostly laboratory scale work

using pure cultures and collimated beam studies (Qualls et

al 1989, Chang et al 1985). Collimated beams are basically

beams of lig[ht which have been focused into a narrow column.

Laboratory scale studies use collimated beams because the

dosagfe can be varied by exposing a plate of organisms to the

beam for varying lengths of time. Effects of scattering and

absorbance by other materials is minimized (Jagger L967).

The testing protocol for other more exotic indicator

organisms Ís more complicated than that of the coliform
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group. Bacteriophages, viruses which infect bacteria, can be

used but they must be reproduced on a bacteria host qroup

using a technique caI led lawning. Bacteria which can support

the phage are cuttivated and the phagie is isolated from

these bacteria. This is somewhat more difficult than the

standard d i lution and. ptating technique used for the

col iform group.

The col iform group of orgianisms contains a qroup of

organisms which may or may not originate from the intestines

of humans. Fecal coliforms are members of the colÍform group

which d.o occur in the intestines of humans and are also used

to ind.icate poiiution. The fecal colÍform test is a more

restrictive form of the coliform test (Prescott et al L990)

which involves growing the organisms on a plate incubated at

44.50 Celsius. This is a temperature which only Íntestinal

bacteria can tolerate '

l-.8 Discharqe Limits on Indicator Orqanisms

ProvincÍal agencies in Canada use total and fecal coliform

to establish guidetines for the discharge of secondary

wastewater treatment plant effluent to receiving streams.

Many jurisdictions have not established limits on the number

of organisms which can exist in the effluent prior to

discharqe to receiving stream.
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Calgary has set effluent coI iform standards based on

accepted values for primary contact recreation in receivingi

streams (Maclaren 1986, RCPL 1990). These Iimits are based

uses of the particular river and the possibiiity of illness

from accidental ingestion or immersion in the river water.

Primary recreation is contact recreation such as swimming,

water skiing and wind surfing (Maclaren 1986). Secondary

contact uses include boating, fishing, camping and hunting.

The higihest risk would be associated with prÍmary contact

uses, and the lower risk would be associated with accidental

immersion during boating or f ishing (Maclaren i-986 and RCPL

1990).

There are other considerations which must be addressed when

studying river quality and river uses. There are downstream

users of the rivers, both in Southern Manitoba and Southern

Alberta which are effected. by discharges to the river.

SeIkirk, in southern Manitoba, for example, relies on the

Red River for drinking water to supplement its well system

during dry months (Maclaren 1986). Brooks, located 90 miles

downstream of Ca1gary, uses the Bow River as the primary

source of drinking water for the town. Downstream users such

as these, although employing state of the art water

treatment and disínfection systems, require some protection

to minimize the risk of i I lness from consumption of

contaminated river water or drinking water supplies.

The level of protection adopted for municipai ptaÌ¡ts has



been for primary contact recreation and is summarized

fol lowÍng tabIe.

Table 1 Manitoba Microbial Quality Objectives

River Use
Primary
Recreat ion

Secondary
Recreat iona i

Source: Maclaren, 1986

2OO/I00 mL
fecal coI iform

Objective

The standard of 200 MPN/100 mL of fecal coliform was adopted

as the basis for design and pi iot testing of the City of

Calqary program. This will also form the basis for detailed

design of future systems should the UV disinfection process

be selected for this plant.

This paper wiii focus on the reduction of fecal and total

coliforms for evaluating the disinfection process. These two

forms of col iform organisms are commonly tracked at

secondary wastewater treatment plants to give an indication

of the possibility of downstream contamination due to their

presence.

DÍscharge I imits, althougth not passed by leqislation, are

presently beingr contemplated in Alberta and Manitoba. The

United States Environmental Protection Agrency, USEPA or EPA,

has promulgated the limit of 2OO WN/100 ml as the discharge

TOOO/100 mL
fecal col iform

in t

25

he

Rat iona I
acc identa 1

ingestion or
sens i t ive
contact

"best
profess i ona I

judgrment "
" convent i ona I
wisdom" in
North America
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timit in the United States. Recently, the Ontario Ministry
of Èhe Environment has establ ished 2OO MPN/LO0 mL as the

required discharge limit in Ontario.

The discharge limits for fecal coLiform organisms is based

on the geometrÍc mean of the fecal coliform population found

during normal sampling periods. The qeometric mean, as

defined by Kennedy (1986), is
)ç : (Xr+Xz+Xe+. . .Xn¡rzo

where

& : geometric mean

Xr. . .Xn : observed data point

Kennedy (1986) sugqests the geometric mean is used to relate
data which has observed points bearing an approximate

constant ratio to the precedÍng data point. fn addition, the

arithmetic mean is always higher than the qeometríc mean.

n : number of data points

i..9 TVpes of Ultraviolet Lioht Reactors

There are a number of types of ultraviolet i ight
disinfection reactors which have been used in the past and

which are being used today. These types of reactors are

detailed in Figures 5 through 11.

The first reactors used were not real ly reactors in the true
sense of the word. These were simply light tubes suspended.

over the overflow weir of a secondary clarifier. These types



CHANNEL, MODULAR UV
sYsrm4
Source: EPA(1986)

of d.isinfection methods were use'd. in a study conducted by

ol iver and. cosgrove 0976) in t976 and the canadían

Government in 1981.

The study sponsored. by the Government of canada was done to

evaluate disinfection methods which could be used in the

Canadian Arctic. Several methods vrere evaluated includingt

chlorination, ozonation, pH adjustment and ultraviolet

radiation. The hanging type of Iight' was found to provide

adequate d.isÍnfection for the conditions studied, although a

thin f ilm of wastewater, about L2.5 mm thick lfas required'

This limited- this type to applications which have low weir

overflow rates such that the water depth over the weir wÍl1
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be smal l .

Deve Iopments in ultraviolet l igrht disinf ection technoiog-y

Iead. to the prod.uction and promulgatíon of closed tank

Ex¡mpla of UV sYstem utilizing Toflon tubes

RemovsÞle Lamp SupDon Rack
with lnlernal Wiflng

Example ol open channel unit at Pella, lowa,
with flow d¡roctod perpendicular to lamp¡

2B

Teflon Tub¿s to
Carry Water

SY5TEN4 UTIILIZING
TEFLON TUBES
Source: EPA(1986)

Pow6. Conrrols rnd
Ballssts tor UV Llm9s Pl¡n Vicw

'SuPÞon Fremc

reactors (EPA 1986). These reactors were closed vessels wÍth

an inlet and outlet and were cylindrical in shape. The water

flowed. into the reactor and was irradíated by lights

enclosed within the reactor. Short residence times could be

used with such reactors because I ight llras not lost to the

for Wiprr

UV Unir Ouan:.Shr¡thcd Lsmg

CHANNEL TINÏT ÀT
PELLÀ, IOWA i^iITH
FLOW DIRECTED
PERPENDICULAR TO
LA¡,IPS
Source: EPA(1986)
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atmosphere, nor were there any outside effects which could

not be accounted for. This type of reactor, however, was

difficult to clean and maintain because the entire reactor

had to be disassembled to allow maintenance. These reactors

are shown in FÍgures 9 through 11.

SeveraI open tube reactors became popular after this with

Schematic of quartz UV un¡t in Vinton, lowa

Cut-Out Viaw of
Lamp 8anery

Top View 
---- 

End panet

f low eíther perpendicular to or paralle] to the lamps. TÏtËI'È

\rere two versions of this type as weI I. The water f lowed

througih tubes and \{as irradiated by light tubes v¡hich l.Iere

open to the atmosphere. The other type enclosed the ligrht

tubes in a sleeve, such as quartz, and aI lowed the water to

fiow around the light tubes. The latter has become more

UNIT IN VINTON, IOWA
Source: EPA(1986)

I 60 LrrnÞs Tolal



popular. These types of reactors are shown in Fígures 5

through 8.

A fuil scale pilot testing program of the enclosed sleeve

type of reactors was carrÍed out at the Suffern lclastewater

Treatment Plant (Cardenas et a1 1986) in 1984. TÌ¡is reactor

was specially designed and built for the pilot scale study

and used UV light tubes enclosed. in quartz sleeves. The

water passed through the reactor and was exposed to UV i igiht

Schcmatic of quanz UV unit in Suffcrn, Ny.
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radiat ing from the tubes . This type of reactor \,vas the

forerunner to the reactors in use today.

TTre most coûìmon form of UV disinfection in use in the United

States and Canada is the parai lel fIow, quartz sleeve

enclosed system (EPA 1986). This type of unit uses 1ow

pressure mercury lamps enclosed in a quartz sleeve. The

lamps are suspended in a channel, usual ly the finai effluent

channel and are arranged in banks to provide the necessary

retention time. The intensity is maÍntained at a constant

Ievel. The dosage is varied by varying the flow rate through

the 1 iqht banks. This type of system is gaining in

popuiarity because it is easy to observe, maintain and

operate. The system is modular in nature and can be easily

expanded. In addition, maintenance is simple since the light

tubes ère arranged in modules as weli. One module may

contain several light tubes arranged in a vertical column.

This module can be removed by disconnecting the power source

and I ifting the module from the channel . This makes

maintenance simple. C1eanÍng can be done Ín the same manner.

The modules can be lifted indívidually and pressure washed

to remove surface fouling. This type of unit was selected

tor the pilot plant testing for this thesis, and is shown

schematical ly in Figure 5 and 6.

This type of UV disinf ection system \ras instal led in

locations in Ontario and at the new wastewater treatment

plant in Banff, Alberta (RCPL 1990). Operating data to date
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is favourable and reductions have allowed the plants to

operate within 1 ícence

maintenance has been extended to observe the performance of

the system under riqorous conditions. fn one case,

maintenance was not performed as per manufactures

specifications, and adequate disinfection v¡ès observed even

after 4 weeks of continuous operatÍon. This type of reactor

wiii be the subject of the data presented iater in this

paper.

requirements. fn addition,

2.O Factors Affectinq Ultraviolet Liqht Disinfection

There are a number of factors which influence the

disinfection process. These factors can influence the UV

process and many will influence chemical processes as weII.

Suspended solids, for example, wili provide shieidingi from

UV i igrht but wi I I also shie id organisms aqaÍnst chemical

agents such as chlorine. The Canadian drinking water quality

guidelines specify maximum turbidity limits based on the

fact the higher the turbidity the higher the suspended

sotids, the more evident is the shielding effect. It is

important to remember, therefore, in the foI lowing

discussion, that these points wi i I apply to other

technologies as well and are not Iimited to a discussion of

ultravioiet liqht disinfectÍon.



2. i. Suspended Sol ids

Suspended solids, or suspended matter, are particles in the

water which can be removed by filtering. They are also

sometimes referred to as non-filterable residue for this
reason (Sawyer & McCarty 1978). Suspended matter in raw

water results from a number of sources such as silts, soils
and other partículate matter which can gain access to the

raw water supply. Wastewater treatment suspended solids

result from particles which can be org,anic or inorganic in

nature. These particles are not removed durinq the treatment

process and are carried over in the final effluent. Primary

sedimentation, biological treatment and secondary treatment

can reduce this concentration to very low levels. The

Bonnybrook $Iastewater Treatment Plant in CaIgary, Aiberta,

for example has effluent suspended solids levels of less

than 10 mg/L (The City of Calgary 1990). Common values for
secondary treatment plants are around 3O mg/L (Hammer L977).

There are two mechanisms which can be attributed to
particulates in water when discussing ultraviolet I iqht
disinfection. These are interfering with the UV iiqht and

shielding of the organisms by the particles. The effect of
paticulates on UV disinfection is shown in Figure L2.

UV liq'ht can be scattered or absorbed by partÍculates Ín

water. ScatterÍng occurs when the ligiht is def lected by the

particies. Scattering may not be critical as the light can

still be absorbed by the microorganisms in the water.

34
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Absorption, however, effectiveiy removes portion of the

Iight íntended for disinfection and the dosage is reduced.

This can be compensated by increasinq the dosage by

increasingi the resid.ence time and the intensity. This has

Effect of paniculatat on UV dl¡infcctlon
cfliciancy.
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economic implications however. QualIs et al (1985a) found

ctay particles or clay sized particles in water do little to

absorb light and tend to scatter Iigrht instead. Larger

particles, such as largre biologicai fIocs, however, tended

to absorb Iight rather than scatter the light

Shieldingr of organisms by the particles is the major concern

with hígrh suspended solids concentrations in f inal

ef f luents. Shie1ding occurs in two ways. The orgianisms can

Parl¡culales

DISTNFECTION EFFICIENCY
source: EPA(1986)
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be hidden behind a particle and be "shaded" from the UV

iight, or they can be enmeshed in the particle and hídden

from the UV light. The latter effect seems to have the

Iargest influence. Oliver and Cosgrove (L976) found using

ultrasonics before UV exposure increased the log reduction

and showed better disinfection. This was attributed to the

breaking up of larger particles by the sonic device. The

larger particles were reduced to smaller particies by the

ultrasonic device and released the orgianisms into the

stream. More organisms were exposed to UV liqht after this
occurred. ïn addition, the smaller particles wouLd provide

less shading for the organisms whÍch would the absorb more

of the UV I ight.

Suspended solids concentration is criticai for ali types of

disinf ection. Qual ls ( 1-983b) ,

chlorination and ozonation are both affected by particle

concentration as wel i . These effects can be overcome by

increasing the dosage of UV light or chemicals.

Researchers (Zukovs et al 1986, Qualls 1985a, Severin 1980)

have shown a correlation between the suspended sol ids

concentration and the log reduction of fecal coliform in

almost all studies. Zukovs et al (1986), for example, showed

good correlation between these two parameters when

investigating ultraviolet disinfection of combined sewer

overf lows. A positive coruelation lvas shown as ef f luent

fecal coliform density increased with an increase in total

for example, notes
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suspend.ed solids. Quat Is et aI (1985) showed. an increase in

log coiiform survivai with an increase in particle

concentration. Harris et ai (L987) showed an increase in UV

absorbance with an

concentration keeping the dosage constant. VJhite et al

(1986) conducted investigations at 6 operating UV plants in

the United States and concluded suspended solids should be

less than 30 mg/L to use UV disinfection. In addition, the

particles should be smaller suspended matter rather than

larger aggregated Particles.
Scheible (7987) conducted investiqations on behalf of EPA

and showed residual concentrations of fecal coliforms is

associated with suspended solids shietdinq.

These results are to be expected Since the absorbance of the

UV lights means the radiation is not available for microbial

control. This also demonstrates the shietding effect of the

particulate matter.

Kirkwoid ( i.984) f ound the UV disínf ection banks in a

wastewater treatment facility in Albert Lea, Minnesota could

be reduced to 1 from 3 and sti l1 provide ad.equate

disinfection. Thís lvas attributed to the very low turbidity

in the final effluent of 1 JTU.

The USEPA recommends a design equation which relates a

number of parameters to the expected survival of fecal

coliform orqanisms (EPA 1986). ThÍs equation was developed

based on investiqrations of a number of operating ultraviolet

íncrease in suspended sol ids
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plants Ín the United States. The equation is stated as (EPA

1986)

N : No explux/2E{1-(1*4Eal.-D/u?)rtz'tl + cS$ (Eqn 1)

where

N = bacterial density after radiation orgl100 mL

N, : initial bacterial density org/100 mL

x = characteristic Iength of the reactor (averaqe

distance travelled by an element or water while

under direct exposure to UV), cm

u : the velocity of wastewater travelling through the

reactor, cm/s. ThÍs is also def ined as u : x/(V"/Q)

where V, : void volume of reactor, L and Q =

f l ow rate in L/s .

E : dispersion coefficÍent cmt/s

K inactivation rate, s-r which is also equäL to aI".¡¡Þ.

faw is the average intensity, m¡ñ/cnP and a and b are

coefficients based on a regression analysis of

empirical data.

55 = suspended sol ids concentration, mg/L

c, m intercept and slope of a regressíon analysis of

Iog effiuent fecal coliform plotted against

effluent suspended soiids from EPA research

work.
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This equation will receive more analysis in later sections.

The important aspect to notice in this section is the

suspended solíds terms which appears at the end of the

equation. This has been broken out separately. This means

there witt aiways be a residual fecal coliform concentration

in the effluent as long as there ls suspended matter in the

water. This also implies, the higher the suspended solids

concentration, the larger the concentration of residual

fecal col iforms in the disinfected effluent. EPA has

recommended the constants c and m be set at 0.25 and 2.O for

design work (EPA 1986). This would imply an effluent which

has a suspended sol ids concentration of 10 mg/L would have

the foltowing fecal coliforms associated with partÍculate

matter.

Np : o.25 (10)3'0 : 25 org/1'00 mI

An effluent with 25 mg/L of suspended sol.ids would have the

following fecal coliform concentration due to particulate.

N, : O.25{25)z,o : 156 org/100 m}

The effect of particuiate matter is wel i demonstrated using

this equation. The second effiuent would show ê residual

concentration of 156 fecal coliform organisms/LOO mI. This

is becoming close to the 2O0 fecal coliform/LO0 mL discharge

t imit which ldas noted previously. Al lowing f or

photoreactivation, this plant could have trouble meeting the

discharge permit requirements. The first plant, however,
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should have no difficultly in meeting' the permitted

discharge limits allowing for photoreactÍvation. The effect

of particulate matter is very important in design and

operation of ultraviolet t ight disinfection systems. It

would appear then, based solely on EPA guidelines, the

second plant may require some additional suspended solids

removal capabiiity before considering UV disinfection. Pilot

testing, however, of the sort examined in this report would

be recommended before this fact could be validated. This

assumes, of course, two identical treatment units could be

tested and aI I other wastewater characteristics which might

affect performance are identical.

EPA (1986) recommends piiot testing be done to determÍne the

effect of particulates on system performance and fecal

coliform reduction. It is recommended long residence times

be used which wÍÌ1 result in very higrh dosages. These high

dosages wi I I Ínactivate al I the orgtanisms not shieided and

the remaining orgianisms can be attributed to the shieiding

effect (EPA 1"986). EPA data on several United States plants

suggests a regression line with c: 0.26 and m: 1.96.

2.2 Temperature

Temperature is another factor which can infiuence

disinfection by ultraviolet light. Temperature can influence

the process in a number of ways.

The influent temperature to the ultraviolet disÍnfection

reactor is important. However, the ultravioiet disinfection
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process itself is reiatively insensitive to temperature

(Severin et al 1983a). StudÍes (Severin et al 1983a) have

shown lower background. temperature can actual ly improve the

d.isinfection process. This is probably due to the lower

metabolic activity of the organisms as well as the lower

d.egree of motion which would be exhÍbited during colder

temperatures. In add.ition, the DNA of most bacteria is

singte stranded.. Single stranded DNA exÍsts in a stacked

arrangrement at lower temperatures (Severin et aI 1-983a).

This stacked arrangrement is more susceptibie to dimer

formation than unstacked DNA (severin et aI i-9831). Jagrger

(1967) notes temperature independence is consistent with

treatment processes which do not rely on enzymatic

reactions. TemPerature is a

reasons related more to bacterial factors than the

disinfection process itseif. Higher background temperatures

wili cause the bacteria to multiply more rapidiy than lower

temperatures. This is evident from growth curves relating

growth to temperature. Growth wilI increase from a minimum

temperature to an optimum temperature and will decrease

again at a maximum temperature. Escherichia coI i, for

example, has a minimum temperature of i-00 c, an optimum

temperature of 37o C and a maximum of 45o C (Prescott et al

factor of concern for two

1990). Growth increases exponentially from L0 to 37 degrees

and d.ecreases exponential ly f rom 37 to 45 degrees Celsius '
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Thisistobeexpectedsincemostpathogenicorganismsare

mesophyiiicandthistemperaturerang'esupportsthegrowth

of mesophi Ies. This can be a concern where backgiround

ambient temperatures are sufficiently high and of long

enough d.uralion to effect a temperature rise in wastewater'

This is not usual ly the case in canada. Data from calgrary

suggests background wastewater temperature Ís relatively

insensitive to ambient air temperature. These temperatures

are almost constant between g and 13 deg'rees celsÍus ' This

falIs near the minÍmum temperature range for E coli'

Low background. temperature can be a concern with respect to

photoreactivation. Photoreactivation is not exhibited by alI

org:anisms,butismoreprevalentwhenthetemperatureislow

and. the nutrient levei is also low (EPA 1986) ' Ambient

temperaturesofl0d'egreesand.lowerwouidplacethe

mesophyliicorganismsinalagperiodofthegrowthphase'

Reactivationwouldoccurduringtheioggrowthphase,which

would.notoccuruntilthetemperaturehadrisen.

Reactivation would not be a concern if the temperature were

toremainlow,whichwould'bethecaseduringthecolder

seasonsoftheyear.Receivingstreamswhichcanbecome
warmerduringthesummermonthsmayaidinphotoreactivation

because the iog phase of growth can occur due to the hig¡her

temperature.Thisassumestheavailablenutrientsarein

abundance and' this is not a limiting factor'

There is another concern with ambient temperature regiarding
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ultraviolet 1 iqht. The i iqht tubes themselves produce

ultraviolet light when the temperature inside the tube is

about 4Oo C. Temperatures above and below this value causes

the light to be emitted. in a d.ifferent wavelenqrth than 253'7

nm, the most lethal wavelength. Background temperatures

which can sufficiently Iower the temperature inside the

quartz sleeve can have the effect of lowering the bulb

temperature as welI. This wilt cause the above noted shift

to a different wavelength than required for dísinfection or

inactivation (Yip Lg72). The process would not be as

effective during this time period'. Jagger (L967) states the

germicidal lamp prod.uces most of its germicidal wavelength

at room temperature with d.eviations from this for other

temperature extremes. This is consistent with the mercury

vapour lamps commonly used for uv disinfection. Backqlround

temperatures found. at most wastewater treatment plants do

not seem to influence the d.egree of coliform reductÍon to

any great extent. EPA studies indicate a water temperature

decrease from 2L.30 C to 10.50 C caused the bulb wai I

temperature to decrease from 430 C to 4Oo C (EPA 1986) ' This

is shown in Fig¡ure 13'

2.3 Hardness

Hardness, or hardness

to form a PreciPitate

of a water is

upon reaction

defined as

with soap.

the abilitY

Hardness is



d'uetothepresenceofmultivalentmetatiiccationsln

water, such as calcíurm and' magnesium. Hardness can

presentascarbonatehard.nessornon-carbonatehardness.

carbonate hardness is the hardness associated with carbonate

Ellcct o{ bulb wall tcmpârrturc on thc UV

output ol a low prclruro mcrcury arc lemp
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ions in the water

Calcium carbonate

occur from these

when bicarbonate

multivalent metal

by the reaction

multivalent metal

THE UV
MERCURY
Source:

40 60 80

Bulb Wall Temperature (oC)

OUTPUT OF A
ARC LAMP
EPA(1986)

comptexed with calcium or mag:nesium ions'

hardness and magnesium carbonate hardness

reactions. Carbonate hardness is caused

ions in the water react with the

cations. Non-carbonate hard'ness is caused

of chlorid'es and sulphates with the

cations. Non-carbonate hardness results

LOT¡I PRESSURE
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fromcalciumsulphateandcalcíumchlorideaswelIas

magnesiumchlorid'eand'magnesiumsulphate.Totalhardnessís

thesumofthecarbonateandnon_carbonatehardnessofa

water.'

Thehard'nessofawaterisd'efined'onaloosescalerelating

moreorlesstotheacceptabi}ityofawaterbythepublic.
TheCanad'iand.rinkingwaterguid.elinesdefinehardness

values lower than 100 mg/L as calcium carbonte, CaCo., a5

soft , Lso_loo mg/L as hard., 200_300 mg/L a5 Very hard and

hardnessover30omg/Lasunacceptable.Thisisbasedon

consumersperceptÍonofwaterwhichwillnotcauselather

withsoapaSbeinqunacceptableforwashingorbathing.
Carbonatehardnesshadthed.istinctionofbeíngtermed
,,temporary', hardness. Carbonate hardness can be removed from

water by elevating the temperature of the water, usually by

boi I ing (sawyer &. McCarty L}TB) . The carbonate hardness wi I I

precipitatefromthewateratelevatedtemperatureandwill
form a scale on kettles, boilers, and hot water heaters.

Since it could' be removed by boi i ing, Ít was termed

temporaryhard'ness.Non_carbonatehardness,however,cannot

beremoved'byboilingorelevatedtemperatureandistermed

"permanent" hardness.

The formation of scale at elevated. temperatures is important

to the ultraviolet disinfection process. ultraviolet

d.isinfectÍon lamps functíon at elevated temperature' This
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elevated. temperature can result in scale formation on the

submerged quartz tubes enclosing the mercury vapour lamps if

the influent water has suffícient carbonate hardness'

Kreft et aI (1986) found' surface scaling on the quartz

sleeves occurred in plants in the united' states' The surface

scale was analyzed by x ray d.iffractíon techniques and was

found. to be composed of inorganic materials such as

maqnesium and calcium hydroxid.e, carbonates and phosphates'

Iron and manqanese also formed some of the precipitate ' This

precipitatewasformed.becausethesurfaceofthequartz

sleevehad'ahighertemperaturethantheinfluentwater.

ThesematerialswerefurtherclassedaSsattsofinverse

solubiiity.Thismeantthesolubilityofthematerials

decreased with an increase in temperature (Kreft et a1

1986).ThescaleformationdecreasedtheamountofUVligrht
whichwould.betransmÍtted.tothewastewater.The

transmissionwouldnotbeashighascleanquartzsleeves,

and disinfection effectiveness would be decreased'

2.4 Iron and Inorganics

Ironand'inorganicscanaffectdisinfectionbyultraviolet
I ight .

rron can affect the disinfection process in a number of

ways.Ironispresentinwaterand'wastewatersinvarying

concentrations,usuallyintheferrousform,Fe*.ThÍsisa



soiuble form of iron which

Ultraviolet light will change

soluble ferrous form to the

This form of iron Ís insoluble and' wilt precipitate from the

solution (Yip 1972, Jagger L967, Severin 1980) ' The ferrous

ion wi i I absorb some of the uv I ight intended for

disinfection purposes. In addition, the ferríc form wil1 add

colour to the water and block the transmission of uv liqht

through the water. The insoluble form of iron wiil also

precipitate on the quartz sleeve and wÍ I I reduce

transmission of uv I iqrht throuqh the quartz ' The

concentrations of Íron requÍred to affect the uv process are

ontheorderof5.0mg/L.Severinfoundwaterwithaniron

concentration of 0.3 mgll did not influence transmission of

uv light, while water with an iron concentration of 4'8 *g/I-

did influence uv transmission (severin 1980) ' Most water

which will be encountered with secondary treatment plants

wiil exhibit iron concentratÍons below thÍs levei'

The use of ultraviolet iight for disinfection wÍlI affect

theselectionofcoagulantsforuseinawastewater

treatmentplant.Trad'itionally,coagulantssuchasalumand

ferric chlorid.e have been used for tertiary treatment and

effluent potíshing. These coagiulants provide suspended

particleremovalresultinginaVerycleareffluent.The

wi 11 remaÍn Í

the form of the i

insoluble ferric

47

n solution.

ron from the

f orm, Fe*.

use of ferric chloride as a coag:uIant for effluent
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clarification may not be possible with uv disinfection'

Ferric chloride imparts iron ions to the water which can

interfere with the disinfection process as outlíned above'

AnalternatÍvecoagulant'suchasalum,mayberequired'

This can have an effect on the selection of treatment

processesforaparticularplant'aswellaseconomÍcsof

theplantoperation.PlantswhichcurrentlyuseferrÍc

ch]'orid.ewoutd.probablynotbeamenabletoUVdisÍnfection

unÌess the iron level after coagulation can be maÍntained at

a low IeveI . In real ity, Suf f icient excess coagiulant must be

added. to the water to ensure the coagulation reactions are

carried to completion and the upper IimÍt of 4.8 mg/L of

ironmaybeexceeded.Pitotplanttestingandadditional

research would be required before a d'ef Ínite answer would be

available. rn addition, there is increasing concern with the

useofalumforcoagulationbasedonpossibtelinkswith

some physÍological effects in humans ' most notably

Alzheimer's Disease (SparIing personal communication 1990) '

Thisísnotthesubjectofthispaper,butanawarenessof

this fact should be introduced'

ManganesewillexhibitthesamephenomenonaSironsincethe
mangianesecdnbeconvertedfromthesolubleformtothe

ínsolubieformbythesameaction.Thiswillalso
precipitate on the quartz sleeve and reduce transmission of

the UV I ight '

Jaggier 0967 ) has noted inorganic reactions in water are
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probabiynotsignifÍcant.TreatmentwithUVcanleadto
,,activated" water. This phenomenon occurs because the

reactionofinorganicssuchasiodine,ironandcesiumcan
Iead to formation of the hydroxyl free radical, OH- (Jagger

L967). This reaction can also Iead' to the formation of

hydrogen ions which are electron acceptors (Jagqer t967) '

Irradiation can also cause the production of hydrogen

peroxide from ascorbic acid.. This can lead' to acidification

of the water. This effect is thought to be minimal, if ít

occurs at aI I (Jagger tB67) '

The effect of other inorgianic components of water and

wastewater, namely hardness has been d.iscussed in previous

sect i ons .

2.5 Transmissivitv

Transmissivityisrelated.totheamountofUVradiation

whichactuallyreachestheorganismstoeffectthe
inactivation.Thisisaffectedbyanumberoffactors,some
of which have been mentioned previously'

Transmissivity of typicai wastewaters was investiglated by

several researchers (EPA 1986, Severin 1980, Scheíb1e t9B7'

QuaI is et a1 1983b) . The amount of I Ígrht which is not

transmitted is assumed to be absorbed by the fluid, or the

materials in the fluid. This is known as the uv demand (EPA

1986 ) Theconceptofanabsorbancecoefficientwas
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disinfecting sYstems '

The transmissivitY and

generalized in the following

TabÌe 2 Percent Transmission

ce 

- 

Percent Absorbance
iãvei coeffícient (cm-tr Transmission (a'u"zcmt

Primary 0.4 to 0 ' B 67 to 45 O 'L7 to 0 ' 35

Secondary O.g to 0'5 74 to 60 0'13 Lo O'22

rertiarv Þ.ã iã o.¿ az to oz o'os to o'rz
Source: EPA ( 1986 )

appi ied in desígn of

The above table relates to the wastewater itsetf and the

chemical components and biological components in the

wastewater. These wiil have an effect on the transmissivity

oftherad.iationthroughthewater.Suspendedsoiidsand

inorganics in the water will affect the transmissivity' This

is especÍaIiy important when investigatÍng wastewaters with

high suspended soI ids such as overloaded secondary pl'ants

and. combined. sewer overflows. These two wastewaters will

exhibit Iower transmissivÍty and. higher absorbance than a

weli ciarified. tertiary treatment plant efftuent' Zukovs et

aI (1986) found the transmissivity of simulated combined

seweroverflowwas2.Btog.S%.Inadd.ition,seasonal
variationsinwastewatersolidsload'ingiscaninfluence
transmissibility. Increased flows to treatment plants during

weL weather can result in overload.ing conditions or short

clarifierd'etentiontimes,whichmayproducehighersolids

absorbance coefficients

tabl e .

and AbsorPtion

50

UV

are
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intheeffluent.Yip(1972)showed'rahTwaterhasseasonal

variations in transmissivíty with the lowest transmissivíty

occurringi in the fa11. Changes in water quality, such as

seasonal discharg'es f rom ind'ustries ' can also af f ect the

transmissivity. Discharges from pulp and' paper operations

containingsulfonatesand.lignincanchangethehumicacid

concentratÍoninwaterand'resultinhighercolourand

organic materÍal

transmissivitY '

Thequartzsleevewillalsoaffecttransmissivity.The
quartzsleevewillrefract,reftectandfitterSomeofthe

uv radiation generated from the Iigrht tubes. The quartz

sleevesareratedatg0tog]ÐvoUVtransmissÍonwhennew
(Kreftetat1986).Thiswilldecreaseovertimedueto

aqingand.wearand'tear(KreftetaI1986).Quallsetal
(1985a) found the UV absorbance coefficient for unfíltered

secondarywastewatereffluent\{asO'2Og'butrecommendeda
correctionforscatteringamountingtoj.0.3%ofthemeasured
UV absorbance. $lhite et aI (1986) used observations on

operatingUVplantstoconclud.ed.ust,inorqanicgrowth'
quartz sleeves and high suspended solids concentratÍons wiIl

reduce the transmissivity of the uv light to the organisms.

There can be a correration between suspend.ed solids, coD

(BOD) and. transmÍssivity of a particular water (Severin

1980). The suspended solids concentration wiIl qive an

indÍcation of the amount of scattering or absorption by

in the water. These can reduce
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particlesinthewater.coDand.BoDwiilgiveanindication

of the remaining organics and refractory organics in an

effluent,and.canbecorrelated'toabsorbanceofUV

radiation or transmission of uv rad'iation (severín 1980) '

Harris (Harris et a1 tg87) sbowed' there was a strongi

correlationbetweencoliformsurvivaland.effluentBoDand
Toc concentrations. This is suspected to be associated with

transmissivitY.

2. 6 Coliform Concentration

Theinitialcoliformconcentratíonwilivaryunderdifferent

operatingcond.ítions.ColiformcountsVaryþasedondaiiy,

weeklyand.monthlymeasurements,dependingonthesamplingi

timeand.theenvironmentinwhichthesamplingoccurred'Wet

weather,forexample,wiliexhÍbitd.ifferentinfluent
coliformcharacteristicsthanwillprolongeddryspells.

ThiswillaffecttheinfluentcolÍformconcentrationtothe

UVreactors,inthatind.ivid'ualtreatmentprocessesmayor
maynotbeinanoverload.ed.stateatthetimeofsampling.

WetweathermayresultintheretentÍontimeofafinal

clarifier being red'uced' below design Ievels for short

períods of time' This wÍ1i result in Iess than ideal

settl ing and some particulates ' over and above the

particulatesnormallyfoundinsecondaryeffiuent'couldbe

carried.tothed'ownstreamtreatmentunits.ThÍswouldiÍkely

cause the influent co1íform or organism concentration to be



higher than normatty anticipated as well'

The influent coliform concentrations for various treatment

levels was described. by many researchers (Maclaren i-986'

Severin 1980). À table of coliform concentrations foliows'

53



Tab]e3MicrobialCharacteristics(organisms/L0oml)

Samp 1e

Raw

Sewage

Post-
SecondarY
w/o

Tota I
tif

6.3x106-
1 . 0x100

50
8xi.07

Disinfection

Post- 37
SecondarY 3.8x103
w/

Feca I

Disinfection

Lagoon
Ef f I uent

Separate
Storm
Sewers

Combined
Sewer
Overf I ows

Surface
Runof f

Rece ivi ng
Streams

3.4x1oa-
5. 0x10?

1.5x1-0'-
9.5x105

ifo
Feca I

6 . 4xL 0r-
1.5x106

2 . Lxt9a-
4 -7xLO'

tococc r

B

3. ,*j- O'

1 . 4x 103-
3 . 8xi- 0ó

L.1xl-05-
LxL 07

260
1.6x106

30
4x104

54

Viruses

20
L.9xL0¡

700
9.SxL0e

40- 70

50
4. 5x105

5ÑGl-ñãLãren ( LsB6)

2xi-O4-
1x106

330
6.5x10ã

6-
Ax]-05

Tïre Bonnybrook lrlastewater Treatment Pl ant in

collected background' microbial concentrations

effluent over a number of Years '

6.0x103-
5xl-05

940
29x1,Oâ

8-700 0.6-16.8

Ca I gary

in final
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Tabie 4 BacterÍological Qual ity Bonnybrook wvÍTP (orgllooml)

Date rQLct -.:;- - el-ran{
cot i form cglilgrm strgplococcl

TsBz Ñ @ 4'880

1983 127 ,OOO 34 ',700 2L '1'O0

Lg84 166,000 55 
', 
000 21' 'OOO

19Bs 7L,872 20 ',3t6 LL '789
l-986 23g ,L!o 64 'go3 28 ',693

LIBT 2t3,42g 8L ',664 23 ',878
19BB 266,57r lL6 ',r43 29 '857
1989 1i-9,000 38',000 24'OOO

1990
Apr 9 31 '400 3' 000 4'BOO

Apr Ig TNTC 9'100 5'300
May g 244, 000 7 'OOO 10 ' 000

May 15 248,OOO i3'0OO 6'000

June Ig 234,OOO 51 ' 000 15 ' 000

June 28 216,000 57' 000 2L 'OO0

Tota I

ffiCalgary (1990)

Feca I

Thisdatashowsthehighd'egreeofvariabilitywhichwould

be found in a typical secondary wastewater treatment plant '

ThiswillaffecttheUVd.isinfectionprocesssincethe

d.egreeofeffectivenesswiÌlbemeasuredbydetermininqthe
red.uction of indicator orgianisms after exposure to uv Iight'

Typically,theeffectivenessofdisinfectÍonismeasuredby
a reduction of organisms, or the ratio of surviving

orgianismstotheoriginaipopulationoforganisms.ThisÍs

thefund'amentaleffectivenessmeasurementforall

disinfection processes. The reduction Ís determined by the

foI lowing equation'

Feca 1

where

Reduction : N/N' (Eqn 2)



N - number of organlsms

N" number of organisms

The red.uction is typically measured by a

tog red.uction is determined' by taking the

the above equation'

Log Red'uction : Log(N/N")

Therelationshipbetweenlogred.uctionandd.osageforthe

id.eal condition is shown in Figure t4'

remaÍning after exposure

before exposure

Iog reduction. The

base 10 loqarithm

General deecriPtion ol UV derign'
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I (Threshold dose)
Shoulder

ldeal First O.rder

N./No = e-krr

Logred'uctionisusedtomeasureeffeclívenessbecauseeach

d.ecreaseinthelogscalerepresentsanorderofmaginítude

oforganismred'uction.Inotherword.s,a2logireduction,or
_2representsafractionofsurvívorsequaltoo.0lort%.4

3togred'uction,or-3correspond'stoasurvivalof0'001or

(Eqn 3)

F

UV Dose (Dose = lT)

Tailing
-t

DESCRTPTTON OF
UV DESIGN

Source : EPA ( 1986 )
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O .!O7. of the original population ' These represent an

inactivation of 99% and 99.9% of the organisms respectively'

A4logreductionand'5iogreductionrepresentgg.gg%and
99.999/, reduction respectively' These reductions are

sometimes referred to as 2 nine' 3 níne'

reductions representing the number of 9's

equat i on .

Thelogred'uctionisusedextensivelyand.isquotedinall
literatureregard'ingUVdisinfection(Quaiisetall9B3a,
EPA 1986, Severin L9B0) ' This terminologiy wi t I be used

throughoutthepaperÍnthesectiondealingwithresults'

This log red.uction concept is used' for f ecal as wel I as

total coliform reduction' In addition' it can be used to

represent red'uctions of other organÍsms'

Theinfluentcoliformconcentration,fecalortotal,willbe

used to size a uv disinfection system (EPA 1986) and is one

ofthed.esignfactors.Recall,theideaidisinfection
equationaSgivenpreviouslyusestheinfluentcoliform

concentration as a basÍs for calculating the disinfection

efficiency of a UV reactor or the UV process'

4 nine and 5 nÍne

in the reduction

2.7 IntensitY

IntensitY is one of the

d.isinf ection ' IntensitY is

delivery of photons to the

to the deliverY of UV light

key Parameters

defined as the

target (EPA 1986)

to the organism.

affecting UV

rate, flux or

when referring

The UV ligrht is
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the source of photons and' the target is the orqanism'

TheintensÍtyisafunctionoftheUVsourceoutput,thatis

the output from the lamps or lamps' This is usually fixed

andspecified.bytheiightmanufacturer'Thed.ataregarding

UVoutputofgeveralcommerciallyavailablelampsisshown
inTab}e5.Theselampsaremanufactured'intheUnited

Statesandarecurrentlyusedinmostlowpressure

appiications. The major supptier of UV units in Canada uses

lampsspecifÍed.underthistable(Trojanpersonal
communication L99L) '

Tabie 5 Low Pressure Mercury Arc Lamp Specifications

Lamp Watts
Lamp Current mA

UV outPut 'watts
mW/cmz Gi. meter
Ozone
gieneration gmlh
Length, cm
Arc Length, cm

Diameter, mm

Tube material
Life, hours

G36T6L
G36T6H

39
425
13.8
L20

H 0.5
LO
9r.4
76.2

4EIJ
Vycor
7 .500

Sorlrce: EPA ( 1986)

G37T6VH

The}amparrangementaffectstheintensityinaUVreactor.

There are 4 commonly used lamp configurations (EPA L9B6)

uniform,staggereduniform'concentricand'tubular'The
uniformarraycontainslampswhichareunÍformlyspaced

horizontallyandverticaliyinrows.Thestaggereduniform

40
425
14.3

1.24

15

94.O
78.7

15
Quartz

7 ,504

G36T6

36
425
1,2.7

Lr_0

0

91..4
76.2

l-9
Vycor
7 ,500

G64T5L

65
425
26.7

i_ 90
0

1,62 .6
L47.3

15
Vycor
7 ,500

G64T6L

62
425
25.5

t_80

0

762 .6
L47.3

1,9
Vycor
7.500
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array uses a lamp arranqement which offsets every second

vertical row by one half of the verticat spacing. concentric

Iamp arrangiements are used in enclosed vessels. The lamps

are arrangement in concentric circles and are desÍgned to

ailow turning off of tamps under different fiow conditions"

This can result in non-uniform intensity within the reactor

(EPA l-986). The tubular arrangement is used when the lamps

are outsid.e a conduit which contains the water to be

irradiated. The conduit carrying the water is usually largrer

in d.iameter than the Iamp diameter'

The intensity wÍthÍn ê UV reactor wiil also be affected by

the absorbance of the UV energy by the water, losses within

the system, ref lection etc which is generally termed energ¡y

sink. In ad.dition, the arc length of a tight tube wí11 also

affect intensíty. The arc length is the amount of the light

tube which actually provides UV radiation. End caps, sealing

units, and other appurtenances which are iocated at the ends

of the lamp tubes are not considered in the arc iength.

The general form of coliform reduction was proposed by ChÍck

and is commonly known as Chick's Law (EPA 1986, ScheÍbie

1987, Jagger L967). Chick's Law is of the form

where

N = Noe*l'

N : density or orgianÍsms after exposure

N" : Ínitial organism densitY

(Eqn 4)



k : inactivation rate constant

I: intensity

This wi I i piot as a straigiht l ine when the log reduction is

calcuiated. This implies uv disinfection is linear with

respect to dosage. This wilI be examined in more detail in a

later section on d.osage. In fact, dosage is found to be

I inear for portions of the curve whi le other portions

exhibit shouldering or tailing'

The intensity wiil vary with the distance from the UV source

toapointinthereactor(EPA1986).Thisisshown

schematicalty in Figure 15. In addition, the inactivation

constant wiil increase with dn increase in intensity for a

given time, or a constant time. Log reduction wiIl also

increase with an increase in intensity for a given residence

time. This is shown schematical Iy in Figure 15 (EPA 1986) '

scheibie et aI found the inactivation rate increases with

increasing intensity and the intensity wiII decrease with an

increase in absorption coefficient (scheÍb1e et al L986, EPA

].986).Thisindicatesintensityisafunctionofthewater

characteristics as weI I -

The recomrllend.ed. EPA design equation, Equation i' uses averag'e

intensity to determine the efficiency of uv disinfection'

This leads to the complication of how to determÍne the

averag:e intensity within a reactor'

Intensity within uv reactors is general ly monitored with uv

t = exposure time
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d.etectors which are sensÍtive to UV light' The EPA has

SuqgestedtherearenocommercialUVdetectorswhichwil}

d'escribe the actual intensÍty within a reactor (EPA 1986,

Scheible et al L986) . Commercial uv d'etectors, such as the

onescurrentlyinuseinUVpilotplantstudies,aremorea

5

l(/Wans/cm2)

INCREASING INTENSTTY FOR

A GIVEN RESIDENCE TIME
Source: EPA(1986)

RATE K EA WITH
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measure of fouling than an actual intensity measurement

(Trojan personal communication 1991). These detectors are in

the form of meters which show an intensity within a reactor

and. are used to determine cleaning frequency. Low values

coryespond to fouling of the lamps, and cleaning should

occur when the meters drop to this point. The diffículty in

using UV detectors is they can only measure iight which ís

inc ident to the detector and is p lanar (EPA L986 ) . Ligrht is

emitted in al I directions from a UV source and is not

planar. OnIy a portion of the angular light can be measured

by these detectors. This is a practical shortcoming which

has been attempted to be resoived by various types of

detectors, and. has not been successful to date (EPA 1986,

Scheible et aI 1986).

Two methods are commonly used to determine UV intensÍty'

These are the Point Source Summation model (Scheible t987,

Quails and. Johnson 1983a and 1985b, EPA 1986), and bioassay

method.s. ChemÍcal methods, termed actinometric methods can

also be used., but the former are used more frequently.

The point source summation model was originally developed by

Jacob and Dranoff (EPA 1986, Scheible L9B7) and is based on

the Beer-Lambert Law. This Law is stated as (Cardenas et aI

1986, Haris et al 1987).

where

I - Ioê*d (Eqn 5 )



I - intensity at any distance

Io : Ínitial íntensity

d : distance from source of intensity

a = absorption coefficient

The point source model was first proposed for use with UV

disinfection by Qual 1s and Johnson (Qual 1s and Johnson

1983a). The point source model uses the Beer-Lambert law and

further assumes that UV lamps are a finite series of point

sources emitting light in aIl directÍons (Scheible L9B7).

Energy can be iost or attenuated accordinq to dÍstance, and

varies aS the square of the distance. This comes from Beer'S

Law. The intensity which an individual partÍcIe or organism

would receive is the summation of ai 1 the point Sources

which would affect the particle. This takes into account

i igrht rays f rom the closest UV source as wel l as al l the

other UV sources within a reactor. The averagie intensity in

a reactor would be the summation of aLl the points in the

reactor which g:enerate UV radiation. Figure L6 shows the

effects of atl adjacent iight sources on the intensity

within a reactor. The summation of all the UV sources in a

typicai reactor cross sectÍon wouid provide an estimate of

the average intensity within a reactor, I",¡c (Scheible tgBT,

d
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EPA 1986).

The energy dissipatÍon due to the distance from the UV

source can þs d.escribed by (EPA l-986).



where

r:s/(4Re)

I : intensity at a distance R

5 : poì,ver from the UV source

R : dístance form the UV source

This shows how the intensity wi I I decrease as the

form the UV source is squared. This equation can be

with the Beer-Lambert equation to yield (EPA 1986)

I : lS/ (4 R2) I exP*R

the terms have been previously defined.

The model used for the point source summation model is shown

in Figure L7.

The intensity an org:anlsm

al I point sources within

organism. This is given bY

I:d{6/N)/4(r2+2n27

where

(Eqn

64

6)

I - averag'e intensitY

S : UV power output

N = number of point sources of a iamP

r = horizontal distance from UV source to

z^ : verticai distance form UV source to a

will receÍve is the summation of

the reactor which can affect the

(EPA 1986 )

distance

combined

a : absorption coefficient

and zn is further defÍned as

) exp [ -a ( r2+zn2 )t/2 ]

(Eqn 7)

(Eqn 8)

a receiver

receiver
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where

zn z.-L(n/N)

FIELD CALCULATED BY THE POINT
SOURCE SUMM.ATION I,ÍETHOD
Source: EPA(1986)

l@

aæ

aø
r0.@

I.@
r¡.@

zo : vertical position of point source

L - iengrth of ÌamP

n : point source number

]ON OF THE ]

There are a number of assumptÍons which are built into the

point source summation model. The microorgianisms are

spherical and are infinitely smal i with respect to the

reactor. Enerqy strikes the organism normal to its surface.

(Eqn 9 )



Lamp geomctry lor point tou?ce surnmrtion
rpproximalion of intenriry'

Division
of Lamp
into
Pornt Sources

Sample Lemp Elemenr
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nlN szl¿ 
"ro 

[--o 1rr * zlt',f
n1 , erlr2+21) L

¿.=¿o-!{n/N)

Reflection, refraction, diffusion and diffraction are

negligible. The absorption of light by the fluid is

independent of the intensitY.

The point source Sunmatíon model can be used for any reactor

configuration and any Iamp arrangiement. The solution is

general. Iy done by computer methods. EPA (1986) has produced

INTEN5ITY
SUMMATTON APPROXIMATION OF

Source: EPA(1986)
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a graphical solution to the model which can be used for

desiqn and evaluation of operating units. Qualls and Johnson

have confirmed the point source summation model for

determining intensity using bioassay measurements (Qualis

and Johnson 1985b). The qraphÍcal solution is presented in

Figure 18.

Ouaiis and Johnson (1985b) also tested the point source

summation model using col I imated beam studies and pure

cultures and added an additional assumption that end effects

of lamps could be ignored due to the long lamp iength. EPÀ

(1986) recommends the use of graphicai solutions in place of

detai led calcutations if the lamp arrangiement can be

approximated by one of the conditions modei ied in the

solutions (EPA 1986). Suidan et al (1986) studied the point

source summation model, which assumes infinite points alongt

è i.amp, against a more compl icated f inite point source model

and concluded the infÍnÍte point source model provided

better estimates of the averagie Íntensity in a reactor for

reactors with larqe length to lamp radius values. These are

the types commonly used Ín pilot studies and ful1 scale

applications in Canada and the United States (Trojan L99L,

general iit, review).

The EPA (1986) graphicai solutions can be

absorbance and the UV density are known. The

defined as

UV density : UV output,/Reactor Volume

used if the

UV density is

(Eqn 10 )



Uniform lamp array inr€nsity r¡ ! funct¡on of
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where

1OO% Lamp Output
I @% Transmittance
Ouartz O.D. = 2.3 cm

Coeff icie nt

8 12 16 20

UV Density (Watts/L¡ter)

UV density : UV density Viatts/LiLre

UV output = total nominal UV power available,

Reactor volume = volume of reactor, I itres

Previous ly, the absorbance l{as re l ated

transmissivity. Transmissivity is an easi ly

AS A FLINCTION OF THE REACTOR
UV DENSITY AND UV ABSORBANCE
COEFFICIENT
Source: EPA(1986)

VJatts

to the

measured
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parameter and is determined by spectrophotometric methods.

These two values can be used to calculate the avenqe nominal

intensity in a reactor using the EPA graphs. EPA and

Schieble further recommend the averagie nominal intensity be

adjusted by appropriate factors to account for losses due to

the quartz sleeve and losses due to lamp aging (EPA L986,

Scheibte 1.987). The averagie intensity is expressed as (EPA

1986)

where

I"- : I*.FpFt

Io- : averag:e intensity

f* : average nominal intensity from EPA graphs

Fe actua i l amp output,/nomi na I I amp output

F. actual transmittance/nominal transmÍttance

EPA (1986) and Scheible (1987) recommend Fe be set at O.7.

This would represent the expected UV output of lamps halfway

through theír useful I ife. Present lamp useful I ife is

estimated at 7,5OO hours (EPA 1"986), however, many plants

are operating with lamps well above this value (Cardenas et

al 1986, Severin 1980).

The value of Fr is based on the expected level of

maintenance of the UV lamps. This can be O.7 for we1 l

maintained systems, and 0.5 to 0.6 for systems which wiI1

(Eqn 11 )
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experÍence minimal maintenance. This maintenance usual ly

reflects the cleaning the lamps wi I I receive during

operation. Pilot plants generally are set up to evaluate

cleaning and the period which wÍit elapse before cleaníng

wili be required. This would tend to favour less operator

attention, so a value of 0.6 would be assumed. This value

has been used for determining averagie intensity in this

paper.

Bioassay procedures can also be used to determine the

intensity of a reactor. Bioassay procedures generally are

used to confirm dosage capacÍty of given systems. Several

researchers, (QuaIls and Johnson L983a, Chang et al 1985,

Severin et aI 1,984b), have used bioassay procedures to

define the response of pure cultures of organisms to varying

dosages of UV i igiht. The ultimate aim of bioassay methods is

to determine a base levei dosage which a system must

d.e I iver . The procedure i nvo lves us i ng a co I imated beam

device and a pure cuiture (EPA 1,986, QuaI ls and Johnson

1983a, Chang et ai 1985). QualIs and Johnson (1983a and

1985b) used bioassay methods to confirm the point source

summation model.

A pure culture is exposed to a known UV intensity for a

given períod of time. A cai ibration curve can then be

prepared. based on log reduction versus dosaqe, since dosag'e

intensity multiplied by the exposure time. The culture can

then be injected into a plant being studied. The results of
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red.uction and exposure time can be used with the calibration

curve to d.etermine dosage and intensity'

Generally, Bacillus subtilis is used as the pure culture'

The exact procedure for preparing the sample' calibration

curve and stud.y are outlíned elsewhere (EPA 1986' Qualls and

Johnson l-983a) .

There are a number

procedure (EPA 1986)

- the procedure is not standardized and is prone to

errors from different labs

calibration curves and system performance wili vary

based on different laboratories

it is a costiy procedure involving considerable

amounts of lab time and Personnel

it is emPirical

the results should. not be used to evaluate other

systems other than the one under study

The bÍoassay procedure is a good post design and

construction method. which can be used to verify performance

and d.esign of a system. Several researchers (Qua11s and

Johnson 19B3a,Severin 1984b, Harris et al 1987, Chang et ai

1gB5) have used bioassay methods to evaluate the effects of

UV on bacteria, protozoa and. cysts. In addition, it has been

used to d.etermine the efficiency of water purification

devices (QuaIls et ai 1989). This procedure is generaliy

used. for laboratory scale work where other varíables can be

of disadvantages with the bioassay



closely control led

2. B Residence Time

The residence time is defined as the averagie time a partícle

remains in d reactor. It can be further qualified for UV

disinfection as the time which the particle is under the

influence or effect of the UV radiation. The residence time

is affected by a number of factors which are functions of

the hydraulic behavíour of a particular reactor.

The hydraulics of a reactor are a function of residence time

distribution (RTD), turbulence, dispersÍon and the volume or

effective volume of the reactor. The effective volume is the

volume of the reactor which actual 1y provides the

disinfection, or the seclÍon where the Iamps are contained,

neglectinq the inIet, outlet and any zones which do not

d.irectiy affect the disinfection process (EPA 1986).

The most important hydrauiic aspect is the resídence time in

the reactor. This will reflect the degree of mixing, short

circuiting and dead zones in the reactor which are aii

related to hydraulics.

The residence time depends on the flow regiime, and is

usuaily represented by piug flow reactors or completely

mixed reactors. Ultraviolet disinfection units attempt to

emulate piug flow conditions in which particles travel

through the reactor as complete entities with a1 I flow

consid.ered. as a slugr (Metcalf and Eddy L979, EPA L9B6). Plugt

72
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flow, by defínition, means each particle spends the same

amount of time in the reactor, and if the intensity is the

same throughout the reactor, wi i I receive the same dosagTe '

Comp i ete ly mixed reactors , however, have s ig'ni f i cant mixi ng

effects which lead to particles spending different lengths

of time in the reactor.

Scheibte et aI (1986) studied the residence time

distribution in operatingr plants. ThÍs study used a salt

tracer to determine the RTD for operating systems. An

attempt was made to estimate the díspersion index, E and to

determine if plug flow was evident. A perfect plug flow

reactor wi I I have dispersion indices equal to 0 whi 1e

completeiy mÍxed reactors wiil exhibít very higfh dispersion

indices. The dispersion index is used in the EPA

disinfection equatíon to account for deviatÍon from plug

f low conditions.

Dispersion and short circuiting are Ímpcrtant to UV systems

because of the short exposure times, typÍca1ly measured in

seconds (Quaits et al 1989). Pilot plènt uníts are rated at

7.2 seconds of retention time at design operating conditions

(Trojan 1991-). Qualis et al (1989) as well as Scheibie et al

(1986) and EPA (1986) showed typical RTD curves for reactors

tested with conservative tracers. These indicate properly

designed reactors can approach plug flow conditíons.

Qualls et al (1989) used a bioassay method to determine the

effects of RTD. They showed fairly constant intensity based
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on dosagie and. survival of pure cultures in a reactor' Mixing

across intensity qrad.ients is important because organisms

exposed to lower intensity wi I t exhibit more survival '

Insufficient mixing results in a distribution of doses

within the reactor. An increase in mÍxing caused by

insertion of baffles in a reactor caused an increase in

d.isinfection efficiency as reported in Qualls and Johnson

(1985b) by experiments done by Cortelyou et al. The mixingf

effects wí i I set the disinfection effectiveness because the

flow rate wiII be set by the mixing effects. Qualls et aI

(1989) reported. the maxÍmum flow will achieve a desired

levei of coliform reduction based on intensity' volume and

flow characteristics, al I of which are affected by the

residence time distributÍon.

Kreft et aI (1986) note the ideal hydraulic behaviour is

exhibited by a reactor which has a known velocity profiie at

any point in the reactor. A spread of velocities is

represented by the residence time distribution curve. ThÍs

researcher studied residence time using a conservative

tracer to establ ish the flow regime. There are several

parameters whích can be calculated to determine the flow

regime within a reactor (Kreft et aI 1986, ScheÍble t987.

EPA 1986).

Lm/tn : (Morri I i Dispersion Index) is the time for 90%

of the tracer to pass divided by time for L0%



approaching infiníty represent completeiy

mixed fiow.

L./T : actual mean residence time divided by the

of the tracer to pass. Va1ues of l-.0

represent plug flow, higher vaLues

theoretical residence time. Plug flow would be

represented by values of 1'0' Values less than 1

ind.icate a very smal l ef fective volume '

Lr/T : time of peak tracer concentration divided by the

theoret i ca I

1-.0, while

circuiting.

Lr/T : time of the

by the theoreticai residence time' PIug fiow

should be i-'0 whiie values less than 1-'0

indicate short circuiting.

L5¡/t. = time for 5o7o of the tracer to pass divided by
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resÍdence time.

values less than

first appearance of tracer divided

the mean residence time. Values less than L'0

indicate long resídence times, tailing effects

and stagnant areas.

aI (L986) introduce the concept of a dispersionKreft et

number, d,

d

where

Plug

1.0

flow should be

indicate short

given by

E/ux (Eqn 1'2)



d : dispersion number

E : dispersion coefficient

u = veiocity through the reactor

Ienqrth of reactor

Levenspiel as reported by Kreft et aI (1986) note d shouid

equal 0 for a piug flow reactor with dispersions measured

as d I 0.01 low dispersion, 0.01

dispersion and d > 0.1 as high dispersion.

Detai led procedures for conductíng tracer studies are

outlined elsewhere (Kreft et al 1986, EPA 1986). The data

for 3 operating plants was presented by Kreft et ai (1986)

and l ong tubu l ar arrangiements of I amps , s imi I ar to the type

used in the pÍ lot piant study, showed the closest

approximation to plug flow conditÍons. It was concluded this

was due to the high length to diameter ratios (Kreft et al

1986). Scheible (t987 ) looked at operating data from a plant

which used perpendÍcular flow arrangements and concluded

this represented. plug fiow conditions with moderate to high

dispers ion.

Thampi and Sorber (t987) reported methods to determine

residence time in reactors with short detention times.

Dispersion coeffÍcients were the same as other studies

(Thampi ) .

Whíte et al (1986) proposed the optÍmum performance from a

reactor occurs when mixing in the direction perpendicular to

the flow is maxÍmum (transverse mixinq) and minimum in the
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direction of the flow (axial mÍxing). The transverse mixing

would ensure all organisms receive approximately the same UV

dosage as orqanisms further from the UV source would be

moved toward the source with this type of mixing. In

ad.dition, they reported piug flow is desirable and short

circuitingf decreases performance. Axial dispersion is

minimized using larqe aspect ratios and minimizing entrance

and exit turbulence.

Qual is and Johnson (1985b) suggest mixing in the flow

direction is undesirable (axial mixÍng). It is further

sugrgested ne i ther the theoret i ca t res idence t ime nor the

residence time from tracer studies is sufficient for the

prediction of survival of orgianisms. They suggiest a partícle

in a reactor Ís subjected to varying intensitÍes as it flows

through a reactor, and each of these intensities and the

associated. exposure time should be considered separately

wi th a summat i on of these grivi ng the actua I dosagre rece ived

by an orgianism or particle. In addition, suf f icient mixÍng

across the intensity gradients means the particles would all

receive the same averagie Íntensity and exposure time. The

RTD can then be used to determine survivÍng organisms. They

further found intensity stratification is mÍnimized by short

distances between UV sources when compared to the iength of

the reactors. This can be further enhanced by providÍng

baffles or using flow perpendicular to lamps. These studies

conf irm the need for grood mixing perpendicular to the f low'



Residence time distribution curves were generated for

commercial water steriLizer in this study.

Severin et al (1984b) performed inactivation experiments on

completeiy mixed bench scale reactors and concluded UV

reactors present unique problems involving complex

inactivatÍon kinetics, fast reaction rates and complex UV

intensities with the reactor itseif. Further, it was

concluded dye tracer studies may not be sufficient to

characterize the mixing occurring within the reactor. It was

further conciuded mixing in the radial direction was

beneficial while tongritudinal mixing was detrimental to the

UV disinfection process. However, some iongitudÍna1 mixing

may be required to promote radial mixing. À sÍmilar study

done by Severin et ai (1984a) reached the same conclusions.

This study differed in that only 1 mixing impeller was used

to simulate complete mix conditions, while the former study

used two mixing imPel lers.

Severin (i-980) conducted studies on a closed commercÍal

water steri lizer and found LO% of the tracer appeared after

oniy half of the theoretical residence time had elapse and

gOVo appeared after twice the residence time had elapsed.

This reactor behaved more iike a completeiy mixed reactor

than a plug flow reactor.

This section jndicates the need for detailed design when

considering the hydraulics of UV reactors. Adequate testing

and. d.esign should be done to ensure plug flow condítions are
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approximated as closely as possibie. This can lead to errors

if a complete mixed regime is established rather than piug

flow. The inactivation rates and kinetic formulae used for

UV disinfection are based on piug flow conditions' This is

especial ly important in retrofit situations where banks of

UV lamps may be located in existinq effluent channels.

Hydraulic testing using conservative tracers should be done

to ensure plug flow conditions exist. New installations can

be desÍgned to simulate plug flow. EPA has suggested the

f oi lo$¡ing gruidel ines f or desÍgn of UV disÍnf ection

facilities (EPA 1986).

Lr/T > 0.5

Lgo/tþ < l-'0

Lo/T > 0 .9

Loo/o 0.9 to 1.1

E < 500 cmz/s

d < 0.1

The pilot units used for the generation of the data for this

thesis were not tested for residence time distribution.

Rather, theoretícal resÍdence time was used to calculate

dosage . The units had a higfh aspect rat ios, f rom the i amp

length versus the dÍameter, as well as the reactor length

versus the reactor depth and width. Metcalf and Eddy (1'979)

Show these types of reactors approach plug flow conditions
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as narrow lonq reactors exhibit less dispersion and míxingi

than short wide reactors. Intensity across the Iamps was

assumed to be constant since lamp spacing was typical ly 5 to

7.5 cm. This does not neglect the dissipation of uv energy

as the d.istance from the source increases, but neqlects

other intensity gradients which may form within the reactor.

In addÍtion, this a1 Iows the use of the point source

summation mod.et f or calcutating intensíties '

2.9 Dosaqe and Inactivation Kinetics

Dosage is the prod.uct of intensity and exposure time.

Intensity has been discussed perviously as has exposure

time, or residence time. The factors which affect these

parameters also affect dosage.

The ideal disinfection model is

states (EPA 1986, Scheible L9B7'

N : Noe-hrt

The terms have been previously defined. The interesting note

is the product of I and. t which is the dosage. This is a

first order equatíon with respect to k, with k representing

the Ínactívation constant. The straight line plotted from

iog N/N" against dosage has the slope equal to the

inactivation rate constant,

The plot of iog reduct

deviations from Lhe ideai

given by Chick's Law which

Severin L9B0)

k.

ion versus dosage can exhibit

mod.e I as ca l cul ated bY Chi ck's
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Law. This is shown in Figure 14. The two phenomena which can

show deviation from Ídeal conditions are an initial lag

period., or shoutdering, and a tailing of the curve. The

initial shoulderinq is attributed to two factors. The first

factor is the orgianisms have an inÍtial resistance to the

inactivation by the UV light, up to a minimum dosaqe' This

explains why very I Ítt1e reductíon can occur unti I the

dosagie reaches a threshold value. After the threshold value

has been reached, the nucleic acids are affected to a higher

d.egree and. rapid. inactivation is occurring (EPA 1'986,

ScheibIe L}BT). SecondIy' the curve represents the log

reduction of a mj.xed popuiation of orgianisms. QuaI is and

Johnson(1985b)attributed'thisshoulderingeffecttothe

mixerl populatÍon based on studies of heterotrophic orgianism

reductions. orgianisms which were more sensitive to uv

radiation were inactivated first, and. the orgianisms less

sensitive to uv rad.iation were inactivated at higher doses'

Tþe tailing effect is generally attributed to the shielding

of org.anisms (EPA 1986, Scheible and Bassel I 1981, Qual ls et

aI 1983b). This shieiding can occur due to particles' as

discussed. previously. Harris et aI (1987) sugqests shieiding

can occur d.ue to the presence of inactivated org'anisms left

in the f}uid..They will continue to absorb UV radiation as

we I I as shadow ad jacent orqanisms . EPA suggiests very hig'h

dosage rates wi I I show the effect of shielding and

occlusion, and this step is suqqested during plant testingt



ès a means of determiningr the

process (EPA 1986).

Dosage is used in bioassay measurements to plot caiibration

curves in this sort of study. In addition, dosage ís used to

specify equipment for new UV plants.

[r/oIfe notes most bacteria require relativeiy low dosages for

inactivation from 2000 to 6000 ultis,/cm¡ for 90% inactivation

or ki11. Cysts and protozoa are significantly more resistant

and GiardÍa required a dosage of 63, 000 uI¡Is,/cm? f or

effect of particles on the

inactivation in 1- study (WoIfe 1990). This is important to

the water supply industry. Since most commercial water

steri I i zers can supp iy 25 , 000 35 , 000 uWs,/cmz, l argier

reactors and ionqer exposure times would

inactivated cysts and Protozoa.

Harris et aI (1987) found shouldering and tailing Ín an

investigation of the inactivation of E. coI i . This was

attributed to the shielding of I ive microorganÍsms by

inactivated microorganisms. It was assumed this would be

more pronounced using pure cultures as was the case for

B2

UV

Harris' (1987 ) study.

Zukovs et aI (1986) did not find the

studying simulated CSO disinfection

dosages were very high, from 100,000

shouldering would be exhibited at lower dosages, based on

be required to

shouldering effect when

by UV radiation. The

to 500, 000 ult7s/cm?. The
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other titerature sources (ScheibIe L987, Qualls and Johnson

1983a, Harris et a1 1,987, EPA 1986). The plots shown in

Zukovs et al (1986) study were probably in the taiiing

regrion, so the shouldering ef fect would have been missed.

Butler et al (L987) concluded E. coli is a good indicator

orgranisms and showed typicai inactÍvation curves at dosages

under 7 tWs/"mr. Campvlobacter jejuni and YersinÍa

enterocol itica showed the characteristic curve at doses

lower than E.coli. It was concluded !.coli could be used as

an ind.icator orqanism because it requÍred higher doses for

inactivation than other bacteria'

Qual Is et al (1985a) found when UV was specified for

shipboard disinfection a dosage of 1'6 mWs/cm2 shouid be

used. This study tested 3 UV piants in the United States and

found the tailing effect. Further, the dosage required for

wastewater was higher than the dosage for pure cultures '

This is attributed to particulate matter. In addition,

filtered wastewater required a lower dose than unfiltered

wastewater to reach the same inactivation levei. This is

also attributed to particulate matter.

Chang et al (1985) found the characteristic curve with a

large reduction to about 10 mhls/cmz. The taí l ing ef f ect !'¡as

prominent after this point. They further found viruses

exhibited hiqher dosage requirements than bacteria for the

same reduction. Potiovirus and Rotavirus required about 35
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mWs/cmz for a 3.5 log reduction. Spores, such as Bacillus

subtilis spores required in excess of 60 mVJs/cm? for a 3.5

log reduction. In addÍtion, they concluded, based on other

research, Giardia lamblia cysts would not be destroyed by UV

or chlorination.

Qualls and Johnson (1985b) found the Iog survival versus

dosage curve wäs non-l inear because of the heterogenous

population in wastewater and occlusion due to particulates.

Further, the assumption of a first order equation for

inactivation can result in errors in the estimation of

inactivation. This would lead to errors in the estimation of

survival of organisms. However, they reported after the

initial 1ag or shoulder, the curves became linear. They did

not find this reiationship in coliimated beam studies they

conducted on unfiltered secondary effluent involving the iog

survival of total colÍforms versus dosage.

Suidan et al (1986) showed a true linear response of fz

virus versus d.osage, but f ound shouidering of E. coi i . He

conctud.ed mixed second order kinetÍcs do not show adequate

prediction for organisms which exhibÍted the initial lag or

shouldering effect.

Qual 1s et aI (1985a) showed dosage curves could be

consid.ered I Ínear i f data f rom doses f rom 10 to 35 mWs,/cm2

were considered. Data which indicated taiì.ing or shoulder

was omitted. in this study. A high degree of correlation was
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found. for thÍs data, which shows simple first order kínetics

would. appty for this portion of the curve. This relationship

was developed using col 1 imated beam studies and pure

cultures of Baci I lus subti I is '

Severin et al (1984a) demonstrated' muiti event and series

event mod.els can be used to predict the effectiveness of UV

reactors in a batch and. continuous mode. Good correlation

between predicted. data and actual data was observed' These

two models can be used to predict reactor performance and

would be applicable to design situations'

Ol iver and Cosgrove (1,976) f ound that suf f icient dosagre

would inactivate 997" of heterotrophic bacteria. They suggest

gg% inactivation is sufficient kiII because theremaining

bacteria would. probabiy d.ie due to poor nutrient conditÍons

in a watercourse'

Jaqqer Qg67) sugigests curves which exhibit the tai l ing

effect can be broken into two separate curves. The first

curve represents the bacteria which are most sensitive to uv

radiation. Thís portion of the curve will exhibit very fast

reduction with Iittie increase in dosage. The second portion

of the curve which exhibits the tai i ingr phenomenon

represents the more resistant bacteria or organisms as wel I

as the shieiding portíon. The two curves can be used to

d.etermine an overal l ef f ectiveness. caution is urgred,

however, at making the problem appear simpler than is

actuai ly the case.



Dosages for 90% and IOO% inactÍvation are

fol iowing table. The higher forms of

considerably higher dosaqes to reach the same

Table 6 Dosages for 90% and tOO% Inactivation

Oroani
.E'arj i lus anthracis
5. enteri t i cìi s
.F'- l'îegat heri urn sP .

.F- l'Íegat herirtrn sP .

E- parat,r'p.hr:stt-<
E. -qr¡Èti J is
f¡. sr-rÈtjJj-q spores
f]ar-r'nelra ct er i um di pht her i ae
töertheiia ttPlrcsa
¡F-qc-heric hi a rol i
l'li c rr:caccus candi dtts
ÞÍi t rncacrus sPlraercli de=
iüei s-qeri F- cåtårr/¡aj i s
Fh¡;¡ o*oras t umefac i ens
F?-¿1te¿rs r¡uJgarjs
Fseucìamanas aerug i nrsa
Fseu dc.manas fi ucrescens
-i- t y,phi nur i um

-Ça¡-cina iutea

-fl¡,-=enf ery' tiari J I i
-Çrli geJ J a paradysent er i ae
5pir-i l.l.un rubrum
Staprl¡'J Etr atr tr Lt E ¡-l l¡u-q
5taprïyf otr BC c Lt E ãLt r eu 5
5treptcirr?cclt-¡c hemo I t i x us
5treptcrcclcclr-q I act i s
5tr-eptcrcr:rccLt-q v i r i da ns

Yeasts
-îeccharc¡m.t'ce5 el J ipsrri cìeus
Saccharcrm,L.ct-q EPP,

-Çac r ha r om=t'ce-q ce r ev i s i a e
Brewer's yeast
Baker's yeast
Common yeast cake

(veq)
( spores )
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shown in the

I ife exhibit

i nact ivat i on .

(mWs/cm?)

90%
4.52
4.4
L.3
2.73
.)a

5.8
1,1,.6
3.7
2.1,
3.0
6.7

10.0
4.4
4.4
3.0
5.5
3.5
8.0

19. B
2.4
2.2
1-.7
4.4
1.8
2.6
))
6.2
2.O

8.7
/.o
îF¿, ..)
5.2
6 .1,

i_1.0
22.O
6.5
4.L
6.6

L2.3
15 .4
8.5
8.5
6.6

10.5
6.6

15 .2
26.4
6.2
4-¿
3.4
6.2
5.7
6.6
5.5
8.8
3.8

o%

6.0
8.0
6.0
3.3
3.9
6.0

1.3.2
L7 .6
1_3.2
6.6
B.B

a- -IJ. /'



TabIe 6 continued

Orcra n i sm
Mold Spores
Fer¡j ri I i i un roquef art i
Fenicil i iun e- Ì!pansLtrn
Fenicilliun digitatum
rlspergi J Ju-q r7-lauctt.s
r?-<pergiJJus fJa''-us
È=.pergi J J t-l-q ni ger
ñrbr-rrrpu-e niqricans
J*Irtccr racg.mosus å

Source: Cardenas et al (L986)

2.L0 Cleaninq and Fouiinq

The primary disinfectjon mechanism of UV radiatíon is the

contact of the radiation with the microorganisms. The iight

sources must transmit as much UV radiation as possible for

this occur and promote effective disinfectÍon. The primary

purpose for cleaning reactors and the concern with fouling

is to keep the reactor lamps and quartz sleeves clean for

the highest possibl e transmittance of uv radiation.

Reduction in the amount of UV radiation reachíng the

orqanisms can cause a Ioss of effectiveness of the system'

Kreft et ai (1986) note the outside fouling of the quartz

tubes cduses the hÍqrhest loss of UV transmittance in UV

disinfection systems. Further, this can be caused by oÍ1,

qrease, high suspended solids and hardness scale (Kreft et

aI i.986) . In addÍtíon, biof i lms can occur on lamps which are

operated semí-continuously or have blocked areas which do

not a11ow the pàssagie of UV radiation (Kref t et aÌ 1986) .

Inner surfaces can foui due to air and dirt particles

90%

13. 0
13. 0
44.4
44.O
60. 0

I32.O
110.0

17.O

LOO%

B7

26.4
22.O
88. 0
BB. O

99. 0
330. 0
220.O
35.2
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passing between the UV iamp and the quartz sleeve. The UV

lamp acts as an electrostatic precipitator and removes the

dust from the air. A L57" to 20% decrease in transmissivÍty

can result (Kreft et aI 1986). White et al (1986) suggest

the lamp rack should be ventiiated with filtered air to

prevent dust particles. This is applicable to units which

have open quartz lamps with the wastewater contained in

teflon tubes.

The deqree of fouiinq or the need for cleaning,is usuaily

determined by visual observation, and this is the best

indictor for the time maintenance shouÌd occur (EPA 1986).

This can also be determined by meters, or deterioration of

disinfection efficiency. The quartz sleeves can become

coated with scale which is mostly inorganic. The scale can

j¡e precipitated iron, or hardness scale (EPA 1986, Yip L972'

Severin 1980). The EPA (1986) sugrgests a yearly overhaul of

the entire UV system. This wouid Ínclude the fol lowÍng

maintenance steps.

alcohol or solution cleaning of insjde of sleeves and

bul bs

- measurement of UV output of each bulb

- determination of the transmittance of quartz sleeves

usingr a representative inventory of 1-0 L5% of the

total quartz sleeve number. Kreft et aI (1986) also

suggests IO% to L5% of the quartz inventory should be

representative. EPA further suggrests the quartz



There are some coûtmerciat iy avai labIe systems f or cleanÍng

UV reactors such as mechanical wipers, ultrasonics and higth

pressure spray. However, EPA recommends in place chemical

cleaning, or other chemical cleaning would stÍ11 be required

in additÍon to the mechanical or ultrasonic systems. one

manufacturer recommends the quartz be swabbed with "Lime-

Away,' to remove any scale. Largier instaltations wouLd use a

weak phosphoric acid bath in whÍch the entire lamp bank

sieeves should have a iife of 4-7 years

couId. be immersed for cleaning

communÍcation 1991). EPA (1986) studies done at operating

plantsindicatechemicalcleaningisthenorm.onesuch

plant can isolate the reactor, acid.ify the water within the

reactor, and for Iow up with an acidic detergent whi ie

operatinq the mechanical cleaning mechanism. Good cleaning'

wasreportedusingthissystem.Anotherplantísolatedthe

reactor and used an ac id d.etergent f or c I eani ng . Thi s

consumed. i- hour per week of time and was done once every t-2

weeks . EPA ( i-986) aiso noted' hard water scale could' be

removed'byasulphuricacidsolutionusingmechanicalwipers
followed.byacid.d.etergentwashingand.waterrinsing.These
cleaning'procedures were cond'ucted on reactors whÍch were

open. Iâlhite et a1 ( 1986) suggest chemíca1 cteaning is

effectivebutd.isposalofchemicalresidualsolutioncou]'d
be a probJ.em and must be consid.ered at the desiqn stage '

Cardenas et aI (L986) showed cleaning solutions of citric

89

(Trojan Personal
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acid were ineffective against biofi lms whi 1e sodium

hydrosulfite solutions restored quartz tubes to "near new"

c leanl iness .

Seaied reactors are harder to clean and must be taken out of

service (EPA 1986) . In addition, these reactors usual 1y

contain an ultrasonic device to aÍd in cleaninq. chemicals

are added to a d.rained reactor and al lowed suf f icient

contact tÍme to remove any scale which has accumulated'

EPA studied mechanícal wiping systems at operating plants as

weil. They conciud.ed. there were two types. one was a wiper

system, the other a rubber rinq or similar material' drawn

atong the lengrth of the quartz tube. They further noted the

mechanical cleaning devices usual ly did not work as

original Iy d.esigned and required time consuming maintenance

to ensure proper working order. T'hey note small debris was

removed by the mechanical wipers (EPA 1986) '

ultrasonic devices use high frequency sound waves to promote

cavitation on the surface of the quartz sleeves to both

disiodge accumulated materials and prevent deposition of

material. White et al (1986), however, found reactors which

used ultrasonic d.evices sti 1l required chemical cleaning '

Cardenas et a I ( 1986) notes the ultrasonics were not

effective ín preventÍng a build up on working lamps but díd

work on inactive lamps. This would be expected since no

temperature d.ifferential would exist to cause carbonate

deposition. The iron leve1, however, is not noted in this



study.

The higrh pressure spray is promulgated by EPA as the

cleaning method of choice. This method uses a high pressure

hand wand similar to a car wash. Chemicals or cleaning

ad.ditives can be introduced to the high pressure spray to

enhance cleaning. This system is recommended because of the

simplicity and the low cost (EPA 1986).

Kreft et aI (1986) and White et al (L986) note commercÍal UV

detectors are not good indicators of foul ing in a UV

reactor. Kreft et al (1986) sugglest the probe itself can

foul and lead to erroneous readings. Further, the probe can

only account for surface near the probe and not for

variations Ín absorbance of the wastewater itself. ltlhite

suggests UV intensity meters could not detect the difference

between intensity measurements before and after cleaningl

using ultrasonÍc units. He noted the ultrasonÍc units did

accompiish removal of scale, but the UV meter was unable to

d.etect a change in Íntensity (t^lhite et al 1986).

Kreft et aI (1986) note the only suitable way to determine

foul ing Ís to remove the quartz sleeves and test for

transmÍssivity. White suggests the only way to evaluate the

effectiveness of cleaning is to determine the fecal coliform

IeveI in the treated water (White et al 1986) '

There are Índications of extremely good performance of uv

reactors. Borup and. Adams (i.985) operated a UV disinfection

facility using wastewater conveyed througih tubes which did

97
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not contact any quar.tz 3leeves. The wastewater was radiated

through the tubes by the UV lamps. They noted the reactors

ran for over 1900 hours with no maintenance required

whatsoever. There was no unusual growth or fouling in this

reactor. t{hitby et al ( 1984) evaluated a submerged. paral lel

flow type reactor, such as the units used in the piiot plant

studies in this paper, and found cleaninq was required once

during 18 months of total operatíon. In additÍon, there was

no biological bui ld-up on the lamps (ttlhitby et al 1984) .

However, suspended solids and hardness levels were not cited

in this study. oliver and. carey (t975 and L976) showed thin

fi im overflow weir type reactors did not exhibit aly

foul ing. This would be expected sÍnce these types of

reactors are not subject to air or water Vapour fouling'

The growth of biofi lms on non-operating lamps has

implications for plants where uv demands are to be matched

to flow rates. Generally, a plant can reduce the number of

Iamps requÍred for disinfection during low flow periods

because of the increased residence time in the reactor

(Kreft et al Lg86, White et al i-986). The growth of biofilms

on non-operating tamps would. seem to contradict this

operational strategiy. Some light may be required to radiate

from the lamps at aI I times to prevent this growth from

occurringi. This could lead a decrease in the economÍcaI

operation of the uv system. This latter point, however, is

beyond the scoPe of this thesis.



3.0 Studv Methods and Procedures

3.1 Study Locations

The location used

Wastewater Treatment Ptant in Calgary, Alberta.The

Bonnybrook I^IWTP is a secondary wastewater treatment plant

using the activated sludge process as the biological

treatment unit. Aeration is done by air addition, either by

surface aerators in the older secondary portion of the

plant, or by jet aeration in the new section of the plant.

The plant was constructed in 1932 and has undergione numerous

expansions since that time. ThÍs plant treats wastewater

from a population of 500,000 people and is currently being

expand.ed to handle a population of 700,000 people. It

provid.es nutrient removal by chemical precipitation with

alum being used as the coagulant. FinaI eff|uent is

discharged. to the Bow River, a world class trout fishingi

river. A schematic of the Bonnybrook VJVJTP is included as

Figure 19.

3.2 Pi lot Plant Unjtq

in this study r.ras the BonnYbrook

93

3.2.L Bonnvbrook Wastewater Treatment Plant

The pitot plant unÍts used at Catgary, Atberta were supplÍed

by manufacturers of UV disinfection equipment. Two units

were compared in Catgary from two different suppliers. The

two units were submerged., paraJ.lel f low type units with the

UV light tubes enclosed in quartz sleevés. These were both

low pressure, low intensity systems and differed only in the
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Source: The CitY of CalgarY (1989)
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size of the reactors. There were some propriety dÍfferences

Ín the method Ín which the lights lfere held in the quartz

sleeves, the electrical connections and the control and

ballast arrangiements. The units were constructed with head

tanks on the influent end followed by an open channel wÍth a

large lenqth to width ratio. These reactors wouid resemble

effluent channel configurations commonly found in wastewater

treatment plants. The UV modules could be removed and

cleaned by turning off the po$ter and lifting the module out

of the channel. Each reactor was equipped with 6 UV lamps

rated at 26.7 mW/cm' with an arc length of L47 cm. The

reactor volumes were 46.7 L and 27.6 L respectively. The

units were rated at 104 USGPM (6.56 L/s) and 125 USGPM (7.89

L/s) for Reactor T and F respectively, with desiqn retention

times of 7 .2 seconds and 3.5 seconds respectively. A

schematic of the piiot plant is shown in Figure 20 (RCPL

1990).

Varying fiow rates were used for testing. The flow rates and

the associated residence times for Reactor F 1{ere 3.8 L/s

(minimum f tow) and 12.3 seconds and I L/s (maximum f low) and

5.84 seconds. The flow rates and associated residence times

for Reactor T were 3.8 L/s (minimum f tow) at 7.26 seconds

and I L,/s at 3.45 seconds, maximum flow. The residence times

cited. are theoretical residence times calcuiated by dívidíng

the effective volume by the flow rate. Flow rates used
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during the pilot testÍng are included in Appendix A. The UV

d.ensity was calculated as 3.35 $Iatts,/L for Reactor T and 5.8

Watts,/L for Reactor F.

Reactor T I^tas equipped with a UV intensity meter. The

intensity meter, as described earlier, was used to determÍne

when cleaning shouid occur. Intensities for both units lvere

calculated using the point source summation method outlined

earlier in the Paper.

The two piiot plants were commissioned in January, 1991 and

ran until May, 1991'. Reactor T was taken out of servÍce at

this tÍme. Reactor F remained operating to determine the

time between cleaning when solids buiid-up or fouiing might

occur. The sampl ing protocol and frequency for each

parameter tested is outlined in subsequent sections.

Two tocations were used to determine the performance of

uitraviolet disinf ection at the Bonnybrook WI{7TP. The pi iot

plants both receÍved ful ly treated final effluent. The

plants were switched after several weeks of operation to

ensure consistent results. Reactor T initiat ly received

effluent from a pi lot scale Bioiogical Nutrient Removal

(BNR) section of the plant. This pi lot scale removes

nitroqen and phosphorous using biological treatment rather

than physical/chemical treatment methods. Reactor F

initial ly received ef.f luent from the physical/chemical

nutrient removal train. The two plants were exchanged after

I weeks in each location.



FIow metering for the

Porter brass turbine

flow meter provided

accumulated flow in

meters were supplied

time from the start

between cleaning.

9B

pilot plants was done using a Fisher &

meter which had been calibrated. The

a digitaI readout of flow rate and

L/s and r¡f respectively. Eiapsed time

3.3 Analvtical Procedures

The anaiytical procedures used for the pilot plant study

were taken from "5tand.ard. Methods for the Examination of

Water and Wastewatêr", L6th Edition, where applÍcable'

Determinations which required new procedures, or locaI "in-

house" proced.ures were taken from I iterature sgurces as

availabIe. Photoreactivation studies, for example, used

methods outlined and recommended by EPA'

The laboratory determinations and analysís were conducted by

the laboratory staff at the Bonnybrook VIVITP for the Calgary

data. This includ.ed. the total coliform and fecal coliform

enumerat ion .

with the pilot plant units to track

of the testing and to determine time

3.3.1

The enumeration of the total and fecal coliform populations

in the samples before and after photoreactivation, \nlas

conducted accord.ing to standard Method Number 9094 for total



coliform and 909C for fecal coliform.

The sampl ing points for the reactors are shown on Figure 20.

Influent sa¡nples were collected to determine total and fecal

col iform popuiation before exposure to UV radiation'

Effluent samples from the reactors were col Iected to

d.etermine disinfection effectiveness and the effect of

photoreact ivat i on .

The samples were collected in previously sterilized bottles

to minimize the effects of outside contamÍnation. The

bottles \rere immersed in the Ínfluent or effluent, allowed

to fiil and were tÍqhttY caPPed.

3.3.2 IIeI]smissivitv

Transmissivity was determined for unfiltered final effluent

samples based on percent transmission at 254 nm compared

wi th a b I ank of d.e i onÍ zed water . The procedure was taken

from the EPA publication 625/L-86/O2 "Municipal Wastewater

Disinfection" page 2O7 (EPA 1986). The transmissivity was

determined twice per week for each reactor during the pilot

99

plant operation.

determination and

duplicates were tested. The grab sample vlas obtained when

the samples to be analyzed for total and fecal coliform were

collected. The intensity meter \ras read and noted at this

time as wel I .

A grab sample was used for this



s.3.3 pH

The hydrogen ion potential, pH was determined using a 24

hour composite sample for the final effluent. The pH was

determined according to Standard Method Number 423.

3.3.4 Hardness

Hardness was determined for each reactor twice per week from

a composite sample of f inal ef f ]uent. This lvas done

accord.ingr to Standard Method Number 3148 using the EDTA

Titrimetric Method.

3.3.5 BÍochemical Oxvqen Demand (BOD)

The Biochemical Oxygen Demand. of the final effluent was

determined for each reactor. This l^7asi based on a composite

sample and was analyzed according to Standard Method Number

5O7 and 42tF. The samples were nitrification inhibited. The

finaL effluent was actually influent to the reactors and

appears as influent BOD on the data sheets.

i.00

3.3.6 fron

Iron was d.etermined based on a composite sample from each of

the reactors. The iron concentration was determined using

Standard Method. Number 3O2D and 3034 which are the digestÍon

method and. air acetylene flame atomic absorption methods

respectively. The form of iron determined by this procedure



h¡as the ferrous form, Fe*. This analysis was done from

commissioning date of January 21, 1991 to February 20, 1991 '

This anatysis was d.iscontinued after this time due to the

Iow Íron concentrations found during the previous testing

period's.Spottestingwasdonelaterinthestudy.

3.3.7 Flow Rate

The flow rate was read directly from a Fisher 6r Porter brass

turbine meter. This meter had a digital Iiquid crystal

display which showed the instantaneous flow rate in L/s and

the accumutated flow in np. The flow rate was read at the

same time as the grab samples þtere collected, and noted on

the data sheets.

The flow rate could be adjusted by means of a gate valve

located upstream of the flow meter. This aliowed variation

of the flow rate.
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3. 3 . B Pne!-or.gæt ivat:!-g-O

Photoreactivation determinations were based on EPA

reconìmendations (EPA 1986). A grab sample was collected in a

clear qlass bottte at the same time as the instantaneous

flow rate was read and the pre-irradiated sample collected'

The glass bottle was attached to a rope and allowed to

remain in the effluent channel exposed to the visible iight

in the area where the piiot plant þlas located. The samples
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\{ere allowed to remain Ín the effluent channel for 24 hours

at the outset of the study, suspended at the mid depth of

the channel . This occurred from January 2L, L991 to February

20,1991. The samples were allowed to remain in the effluent

channel for t hour after this time period. This is the

photoreactivation time recommended by EPA (EPA 1986).

The sample bottles were retrieved after the

photoreactivation time period had elapsed. The total

coliform and fecal coliform enumerations were carried out

according to Standard Methods Number 909À and 909C as noted

previous 1y.

3.3.9 Reactor Effluent SamPles

The samples to be examined for disinfection effectiveness

(without photoreactivation) were collected as qrab samples

in amber coloured. glass bottles. The amber giass bottles

kept the transmÍssion of visible I ight, necessary for

photoreactivation to occur, to a minimum. These bottles were

taken directly to the laboratory for analysÍs immediately

after col lection from the reactors.

The total and fecal coliform enumeration for these samples

was d.one accordinq to Standard Method Number 9094 and 909C '

3.3. L0 Temperature

The reactor influent temperature was taken from total plant

influent temperature measured at the headworks buíldÍng.
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This temperature is read dai Iy and is noted in the data

sheets. The temperature is read directly by a thermomemter

immersed in the influent.

3.3.11 SusPended Soi ids

The suspend.ed solids were measured according to Standard

Method Num.ber 2O9C. These were grab samples collected from

each reactor twice per week for the duration of the study.



4.0 PÍlot Plant Study Results

4.L Temperature

The daiiy influent plant temperature, as measured at the

headworks building of the Bonnybrook treatment plant, is

shown in the data sheets in Appendix A. The dai ly

temperature ís summarized in Figure 2L for the duration of

the study.

The figure and the supporting data show the temperature did

not vary to a great degree during the study period. The

maximum temperature recorded was t4o C and the minimum

temperature

wastewater

fluctuating

recorded wôs 80. This is fairly typical of

4 .2 Bi ochemi ca I Oxr¡oen Demand

treatment plants in that radical

temperatures are not encountered.

The BOD for the study duration is shown in Figure 22. This

is shown for the two reactors. The daily readings showing

the changres during the study are noted.

The BiochemÍca1 Oxygen Demand showed Iittle variation as

wel l, indicating good piant performance during the study

duration. The lowest recorded BOD was t mg/L and the hÍghest

recorded. va lue !.¡as 9 . 0 mg/L. This indícates a very high

quality effluent, which would be expected from a plant

emptoying chemical precipitation methods. In addition, very

tittle variation in BOD was observed between the chemical

704

or wide ly
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train and

the fínal

106

biological train for removal of nutrients from

luent.

4.3 Hardness

the

eff

The daily influent hardness to the two reactors is shown in

Figure 23. The hardness values used to generate the figure

are included in AppendÍx A. The hardness concentration of

the finai effiuent shows little variation during the study

duration. This is to be expected as we1 I , since the

wastewater source is primari ly treated water from the City

of Calgary which has been used for domestic or industriai

purposes. There is not a larg¡e percentage of groundwater

used. within the City, and. the hardness values remain

relatively constant. Hard.ness, as mentioned previously, can

be a component in inorgranic fouling of the quartz sleeves

enclosing the UV iight tubes'

4.4 lron

The ferrous form of iron was determined for a short portion

of the study duratíon to established if iron fouling of the

quartz sleeves was probable. The iron concentration

monitored during this time is shown in Figure 24' The iron

can exist in two forms, the soiuble ferrous form and the

relatively insoluble ferríc form. The ferrous form was

monitored as this form can be converted to the ferric form

by exposure to UV radiation'
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4.s PH

The daiiy pH for the final effluent from the plant, or

influent to the reactors, is given in the data in Appendix

A. The data has been used to qenerate Figure 25 which

follows. The pH does not show any radÍcal deviation from

values of around 7 .5 to 8.0. This is normal for wel I

operating plants and indicates conditions which are

favourable to biologrical growth. Any disinfection which

occurs in the UV reactors can, therefore, be attributed to

causes other than PH changes.

4.6 Suspended Solids

Suspended soiids data is included in Appendix A as well. The

suspend.ed solids for the Bonnybrook plant are typical of

well operating secondary and tertiary treatment plants.

The suspended solids are expected to be low for a plant

which incorporates chemical precipitation and effluent

clarification using alum addition. Alum is used for

precipitatinq phosphorous, but the sweep action of the alum

floc wiii also reduce suspended solids. The daily operating

data for the two reactors is shown in Figure 26.

108

4.7 Transmíssivitv

The transmíssivity of the final effluent to each reactor is

depicted Ín Figure 27. The transmissivity was used to

calculate the absorbance coefficient. The data is inciuded
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in Appendix A. TransmÍssivity, as noted previously,

function of suspended matter, dissolved matter

substance ín the water which can cause the light

scatter or absorb.

The transmissivity was plotted against the measured infLuent

suspended solids concentration. This was done to note if

there was a direct relationship between the suspended sol ids

concentration and the transmissivity. This is shown in

Fiqure 28. The data used to gTenerate the dai iy suspended

soi ids and the dai ly transmíssivity figures was used to

describe this figure.

In addition, the transmíssivity was piotted versus the

measured BOD levet to the reactors to determine if a

relatÍonship between these two parameters existed. This is

shown in Figure 29.

110

isa
and any

rays to

Multipie regression was used to determine the best

straight line for the two sets of data. The correlation

coefficient was calculated as weIl.

This shows a correlation between the suspended sol ids

concentration and the transmissivity. This is a weak

correlation with a correlation coefficient of 0.034. This is

probably due to the low suspended sol ids level in the

effluent. Higher suspended solids concentrations would be

required to determine a higher degree of fit.

Figure 29 shows a correiation between the transmissivity and

BOD level in the influent to the reactors. The BOD is

fit
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low for the Bonnybrook plant, but the trend toward lower

transmissivity with higher BOD concentrations can be seen in

this figure. Higher BOD levels would produce even lower

transmissivity. This would lower the disinfection

effectiveness of the UV units. Upset conditions, or high

sol ids overflow from clarifiers could cause the BOD to

increase. The figure relating transmissivity and suspended

solids concentration would most Iikely show a decrease in

transmissivity during upset conditions, or high clarifier

loadingr conditjons.
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4.8 Influent ColiforD Concentration

The influent total and fecal co1 iform organisms were

enumerated for both reactors. The influent col iform

populations are used to determine the reactor residence time

and intensity required for adequate dosagie.

The influent total coliform level. is much higher than the

fecal coliform influent 1eve1. This ratio is about 4 for

wastewater treatment plants receiving domestic waste. The

influent coliform concentrations varied on a daily basis as

would. be expected. The varÍations are due to a number of

factors including temperature, nutrÍent levels, conditions

withÍn the col lection system etc. The levels would be

considered typicai for wastewater treatment plants based on

pubt ished I iterature (Maclaren 1986) .

The geometric mean for influent total coliform was 168,6L7

organiSms,/1OO mL and. the geometric mean for the influent

fecal coliform was 27 '379 organisms,/l00 mL.

The inftuent total coliform varied from a low of 20,3OO

organisms/L}O mL to a higrh of 564,000 with one result being

TNTC. The fecal coliform levels varied from a low of 0

organisms/t}O mL to a high of 118,000/100 mL. This data is

shown in Figure 30 and 31. Missing data is shown as dashed.

113

4.9 Intensity

The intensÍty varied over the study duration. The intensity

is a function of a number of items mentioned previously,
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including transmissívity. The intensity was calculated using

the point source summation model described earlier, The

average intensity was then calculated assuming appropriate

factors as given in Equation 1L. The averagie daily

intensity is given in Figure 32. The calculated averège

intensity is shown in this figure as well as the intensity

read from an intensity meter supplied with one of the pilot

plant units. This intensity meter llras located 1 cm away from

the middle liqht tube in the pilot plant unit and \.ras used

to determine cleaning frequency. The meter was considered to

be inaccurate for calculating dosage as a number of factors

influence the meter. The point source summation method is

recommend.ed for calculatÍnq average intensities.A complete

set of calculatíons for averagie intensity is included in

Appendix B.

4.10 Dosage

The dosage for the two reactors $ras calculated using the

averagie intensity found from the point source summation

method multiptied by the theoretícal residence time. The

theoreticai residence time was used since detailed hydraulic

stud,ies were not conducted on the pi Iot plant units.

Although the theoretical residence time can produce some

error, it is sufficient at this level of study to use since

consistent error would be carried through the experiments.

That is, the degree of mixing, dispersion, short circuiting
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etc would be consistent for alt levels of flow rate. There

will be dífferences, however, in the two reactors'

The dosage appl ied to the wastewater is inversely

proportional to the flow. That is, the lower the flow the

higher the dosage and the higher the flow the lower the

dosage. The flow rate was read ínstantaneously at the same

time as the samples were col Iected. The intensity was

calculated and the theoretical residence time was based on

the flow rate. TÌ¡e complete set of data can be found in

Appendix A and is shown diagrammatically in Figure 33.

4.Lt Eff luent Coi iform Concentrations

The effluent coliform concentrations êre shown in Figures 34

through 37. The effluent total coliform concentrations for

non-photoreactivated and photoreactivated for the two

reactors are shown in Figures 34 and 35.

The effluent fecal

photoreactivated and photoreactivated for the two reactors

are shown in Figiures 36 and 37 respectively.

The results for fecal coliform, photoreactivated and non-

photoreactivated are summarized in the following fiqures.

This data is attached in Appendix A.

The effluent coliform concentrations were plotted against

the dosage to determine the effect of dosage on the coliform

reduction. The log of the coliform reduction was determined

according to Equation 9.This Ioqr reduction was plotted

coliform concentratÍons, non-
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against dosage. This is the recommended procedure by EPA and

is the method cíted in literature for such comparisons. The

log reduction of total coliform, photoreactivated total

coliform as well as fecal coliform and photoreactivated

fecal coliform are presented in Fiqures 38 through 4L.

These figures show the log total and fecal col iform

reductions for the duration of the study. The raw data used

to prepare these figures is attached in Appendix A.

The largest non-photoreactivated reduction for total

coliform hras -4.45 and the largest reduction for total

coliform after photoreactivation was -3.74. These

correspond to removal efficiencies of 99.996% and 99.98% of

influent total coliforms respectively. The smallest

reduction was -2.4L and -0.98 for non-photoreactivated and

photoreactivated conditions respectiveiy. This corresponds

to removal ef f íciencies of 99.6% and 89.7% respectively. The

geometric mean of total coliform in the disinfected effluent

for the entire study duration lras 50.34/LOO mL f or non

photoreactivated. conditÍons ' and gg3/LOO mL for

photoreactivated conditions. The geometric mean removal or

reduction was -3.49 or 99.96A% and -2.211 or 99.385% for

non-photoreactivated and photoreactivated conditions

respect ive ly

The iargest reduction of fecal coliform before and after

photoreactivation was -4.O3 and -3.38 or gg.ggL% and 99.96v.

respectiveiy. The smallest reduction for fecal coliform
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before and after photoreactivation was -1.61 and -0.88 or

97.5457" and 86.877% respectively. The geometric mean of the

fecal coliform population in the final disinfected effluent

was 2I.74/tOO mL and 735.42 organisms/LOA mL for non-

photoreactivated and photoreactivated conditions

respectively. The geometric mean removal or reduction of

fecal co1 i form in the dÍsinfected effluent for non-

photoreactivated conditions was -3.3037 or 99.9O8% and for
photoreactivated conditions was -2 .I87 or 99.349%.

The effluent total and fecal coliform Ievels for the non-

photoreactivated and photoreactivated conditions were

plotted against dosage. These curves are shown in Fiqures 42

and 43. The iog reduction of total and fecal colíform is
piotted on the Y axis, while the dosage is plotted on the X

axis in mV/s/cm2.

An additionai plot of total and fecal colÍform reduction

versus suspended solids was qenerated for photoreactivated

and non-photoreactivated conditions. This plot is shor+n in

Figrure 44 and 45. This was an attempt to determine if there

was a correlation between the coliform reduction and the

suspended solids level at the tÍme of sarnpling, These data

sheets are included in Appendix À. The suspended solids

levels at the Bonnybrook I{VITP are very low on the order of 5

to L0 mg/L.and fecal coliform reduction IeveIs \ras also

plotted. This þras an attempt to determine if a correlation
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between the transmissivity and the coliform reduction was

apparent. Such a correlation would show the relationship

between the transmissivity, whÍch is based on the

scattering, absorption and Ioss of radiation through the

water, and the coliform reduction. A decrease in coliform

reduction for an increase in transmissivity would indicate

the transmissÍvity is a cause of disinfection inefficiency.

The relationship between the transmissivity and the total

coliform reduction is shown in Figure 46, The relationship

between the transmissivity and the fecal coliform reduction

is shown in Figure 47.

These two piots show the photoreactivated and the non-

photoreactivated conditions for total and fecal coliform.

The relationship between the coliform reduction and the

Biochemical Oxygen Demand, BOD, was also determined. This is

shown in the f ol lowing two f igures. Severin ( i-980 ) had

indicated there could be a relationship between these two as

BOD would g'eneraIly be an indicator of organic matter ín the

water which could interfere with the dÍsinfection

effectiveness of UV radiation. These two figures are

included as Figures 48 and 49.

The pertinent results are summarized in Table 7. This

contains all results qenerated from the study which have a
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direct bearing on the effectiveness of UV radiation for

disinfection. These include aIi physical parameters, as well

as the bioassay parameters total and fecal coliform. The

mean values reported are arithmetic means for the physical

parameters for the study duration. The microbiological
parameters are reported as geometrÍc means.

4.tZ Cleanins and Foulinq

This section of results wi I I be more qual itative than

quantitative. The quartz sleeves on both reactors Ì{ere

cleaned prior to the commissioning of the units in January,

1991. They vÍere not cleaned again until March, 1991. At this
time, the quartz sleeves lrere removed and examined for
fouiingr. Reactor T, which initially received finat effluent
from the biologícal nutrient removal train, had an opaque

film on the quartz sleeves after drying. Reactor F, which

received finai effluent from the chemical nutrient removal

train, exhibited a gelatinous coating which took longer to
dry than the other reactor.



Table 7 Summary of Results

Parameter
Hardness, mg/L 286
BOD, mg/L 9.0
pH 8.33
Temperature, oC L2.4
Iron, mg/L 0.90
Transmissivity, % 75.3
Suspended Solids, mg/L 72.O
Fl ow , L/s 8. 93
Inf luent Total Col if orm,/l00 mL 564,000
fnfluent Fecal Coliform/I00 mL 118,000
Eff luent Total Coiiform,/100 mL 72O
Effluent Fecal Coliform/L00 mL 360
Eff. Tota1 Coliform PR/100 mL 42,OOO
Eff. Fecal Coliform PR/t00 mL 2,600
Eff. Total Coliform Reduction, % 99.997
Ef f . Fecal Col if orm Reduction, % 99.991.
Eff. Total Coliform ReductÍon PR, % 99.982
Eff. Fecal Coliform Reduction PR, % 99.958
Log Eff. Total Coliform Reduction 4.4586
Log Eff. Fecal Coliform Reduction 4.0348
Log Eff. Total Coliform Reduction PR 3.7436
Log Eff. Fec. Coliform Reduction PR 3.3BOz

Hiqh

The correlation coefficients for the figures generated from

the data are summarized in the fol lowing table. The

correlation coefficients, R2, are a measure of the fit of

Low
726
1.0
7.20
4.75
0.048
49.6
2.4
3.36

20,300
7,OOO
4
2
24
10

99.615
97.571,
89.524
86.999
2.41,50
7 .6146
o.9798
0 .8861

130

the curve to the data (Gi lbert 1981-) . Correlation
coefficients close to 1 indicate a good fit of data and ê
good correlation of the independent variable to the

dependent variable (Gilbert 1981). Coefficients which are

close to 0 indicate very littie if any correlation between

the Índependent and the dependent variable exists. This

means the two sets of variabl.es are not related and a change

in one will not significantly change the other.

236
2.94
7.84
10.3
0.109
67.9
6.97
5. 9i_

L68 ,6t7
27,379
50.34
2t.74

993
L35.24
99.968
99.908
99.385
99.349
3.4930
3. 0370
2.23.10
2.1870

Mean



Table B

Fiqure
Transmissivity versus Suspended Sol ids
Transmissivity versus BOD
Total Coliform Reduction versus Dosage
Total Coliform Reduction versus Dosage, PR
Fecal Coliform Reduction versus Dosage
Fecal Coliform Reduction versus Dosage, PR
Tot. Coliform Reduction versus Suspended Solids
Tot. Coliform Reduction versus Suspended Solids, PR
Fec. Coliform Reduction versus Suspended Solids
Fec. Coliform Reduction versus Suspended Solids, PR
Tot. Coliform Reduction versus Transmissivity
Tot. Coliform Reduction versus TransmissivÍty, PR
Fec. Coiiform Reduction versus Transmissivity
Fec. Coiiform Reduction versus Transmissivity, PR
Tot. Coliform Reduction versus BOD
Tot. Coliform Reduction versus BOD, PR
Fec. Coliform Reduction versus BOD
Fec. Coiiform Reduction versus BOD, PR

Correlation Coeff icient Summary

131

0.036862
0.039074
0.004066
o.091796
0.054439
0.095545
o.056972
o.124003
o.L33734
o.732743
0.000068
0.033509
o.ooo797
0.000165
0. 006314
o .7231.96
0.008553
0. 065081

R¿



5.0 Discussion of Results

The use of ultraviolet I igrht f or disinfecting secondary

wastewater treatment plant effluent was the subject of this
thesis. This discussion will focus on the key aspects of the
pilot plant study.

The temperature, as seen in the results section and the

corresponding figure, should not have a great influence on

the disinfection effectiveness. The plant influent
temperature does not drop below 90 for a long period of

time. The infLuent temperature of around 10o should not

affect the outside bulb wa11 temperature sufficiently to
decease the uv output of the lamps. This means the uv

disinfection system will be relativety unaffected by the

influent wastewater temperature. rn add.ition, the uv system

should be able to be constructed outside where it is exposed

to the elements, since the climatic conditions of calgary
are somewhat less severe than prairie winter conditions. The

Banff facility is open to the elements and the climatic
conditions between Banff and calgary are similar. The

temperature does not show a radical variance from day to day

which is typical of secondary treatment plants.

The Biochemical oxygen Demand did not show a high degree of
varÍability through the study duration. This was to be

expected from wel I operated and performing secondary

treatment plants. The BOD varied from a low of L ^g/t to a

L32
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high of 9 mg/L over the stud.y duration. This was well within
the licence limits set out by the provincial government. BoD

Ievels in this rang.e indicate the majority of organic
material in the wastewater had been removed by the physical
and biological treatment units. There is not a large amount

of untreated organic material in the wastewater effluent
discharged to the river.
The hardness concentration for the duration of the study
ranged from 130 to 2Bo mg/L. This indicates the influent
wastewater is hard, bordering on the poor range accord.ing to
water quality guidelines. This could potentially lead to
scale forming on the quartz sleeves as ä result of hardness
precipitatingr from the wastewater d.ue to eievated
temperature. The elevated. temperature occurs because the
light tubes themselves are hot and emit heat to the annular
air space between the light tube and the quartz sleeve.
There Ì{as some scal ing of the quartz sleeves noted during
the study, and some of this can be attributed to the
hardness of the water. The scale noted. during the
examination of the quartz sleeves was an opaque fi Im,

probably caused by hardness scale. The gelatinous fiim wili
be caused by excess alum in the wastewater as a result of
the chemical nutrient removal train. Alum sludge in
particular is a gelatinous material. The excess alum

probably combined with some of the hardness in the water to
form aluminum hydroxid.e which precipitated on the quartz
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sleeves. This may be a maintenance concern. However, it
should be noted, the study covered an extended period of

time during which no cleaningr of the quartz sleeves

occurred. There was no degradation of disinfection
effectiveness even after this prolonged time with no

cleaning or maintenance of the quartz sleeves.

There was no iron precipitated on the quartz sleeves. The

precipÍtated scale would have had a yellow to orang'e colour

if iron had been present in the scale. This was not the

case. The iron concentration is sufficiently Iow that no

appreciable scale should form on the quartz sleeves. As

noted previously, iron concentrations in excess of 3.8 mg/L

can be cause for concern. The low iron concentrations in the

wastewater, less than 0.1 mg/L should not contribute to the

scaling problem. fn addition, there should not be a high

degree of lost UV radiation due to absorbance by the iron

ions in solution. This would be a factor, however, if there

wès a change in coagiulant from alum to iron based materials,

such as ferric chloride. There would a high potential for
iron fouling of the quartz sleeves in this instance. There

is no consideration being given to the use of ferric

chloride for nutrient removè1 at the Bonnybrook plant at

this time.

The pH remained relatively constant throughout the study

duration. This is of interest because extremely high or low

pH values can have a disÍnfecting effect on wastewater.
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Microorganisms reguire a reratively neutrar pH for survival
and are destroyed by high or low pH, that is basÍc or acidic
conditions. rf these pH varues had been encountered it would
have been difficult to determine if the uv radiation was the
disinfecting medium, or the pH. Since this d.id. not occur, it
is safe to say the pH did not affect the d.isinfection
effectiveness. The pH can infruence the precipitatÍon of
hardness scale, as werr as the effectiveness of arum for
nutrient removal. The pH was within the neutral range an.
should not be a contributÍng factor to either of these
processes, both of which can influence the fouiingr of the
quartz sleeves.

The infruent suspended sotids concentration, as measured. at
the reactors themserves, r,ras fairiy constant and. arso very
low. suspended sorids revers of ress than 3 were encountered
with the highest value of IZ mg/L being record.ed. This
indicates very good piant performance and. a wel r clarified
finai effruent. This is arso an ideal range for disinfection
by ultraviolet l ight. The suspended sol ids wi t r shield
org'anisms from the uv radiation and this shierding wirr show
up as an erevated coliform lever in the final effruent. The
shieiding ef fect wi r r be minÍmum for row suspend.ed sol ids
levels. rn add.ition, the scattering or absorption of the uv
radiation by the partÍcres will arso be minimized by Iow
suspended sorids. The suspended sorids levels which were
encountered during the stud.y would indicate the Bonnybrook
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plant shouid be ideal for UV d.isinfection since these values
are very low. rn addition, the effluent is very clear which
is also benef icial to uv disinfection. shield.ing wi I t be

minimized and absorption and scattering wi t I also be

minimized. rn addition, the plant wilt be able to achieve
very good microorganisms reduction with the minimum of
electric poÌver input. The number of lamps required to
achieve the required disinfection is based on the intensity
and dosage the wastewater receives. since the majority of
the uv radiation wiit be absorbed by microorganism and not
lost to high levels of partÍculates, the poÌ.rer consumption

should be optimized,.

The transmissivity of the wastewater did not vary much

duringi the study. Transmissivity was generally around the
65% to Tovo range. This indicates the final effluent was very
clear, and is related to the low level of suspended solids.
The absorbance coefficíent, câlculated from the
transmissÍvity, was also low and þras typical of plant using
tertiary treatment. The hiqh transmissivity and. the
corresponding low absorbance coefficient ind.icates the
majority of uv radiation input to the wastewater effiuent
would be used for disinfection or inactivation of
microorganisms.

Transmissivity was plotted against influent suspend.ed soi ids
and BoD to determine if a relationship between these
parameters existed. Table 7 indicates the correlation
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coefficient between these two plots was 0.036 and 0.039

respectively. These Iow correlation coefficients indicate
the data did not correlate wel I, and the transmissivity was

not affected by the suspended solids or the BoD level of the

final effluent. This may be explained by the fact that the

suspended sol ids and the BOD levels are very low. A

relationship whcih showed low transmissivity associated with

elevated BOD and suspended solids levels would be expected.

Elevated suspended solids and BOD levels would indicate the

presence of large quantities of untreated organic and

possible inorganic materials in the finat effluent. These

materials would absorb and scatter UV radiation while

shielding microorganisms from UV radiation at the same time.

ln addÍtÍon, higher input power levels would be expected to

ensure the required dosage of UV radiation was being

received by the microorganisms to effect inactivation.
Plants with higher suspended solids and BOD levels would be

expected to require high input power requirements. The

f Ígures d.o ind.icate decreased transmissivity with increased

BOD and suspended sol ids concentrations, ês would be

intuitively expected- The low levels at the Bonnybrook

plant, however, show a weak correlation.
The influent total and fecal co1 iform levels vÍere quite

variable during the study. Elevated levels in excess of

500,OOO/LOO mL were encountered, as well as very low levels
in the rèng'e of 20,ooo/too mL. This is to be expected at
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secondary wastewater treatment plants because of the varying

conditions and types of wastewater which are treated. The

ambient air temperature, conditions within the collection

system, precipitation and waste strength and composition

wilI ali af fect the growth of microorg'anisms and survival of

microorganisms within the serder system. These are conveyed

to the wastewater treatment plant and are removed by the

various physicai and biological treatment trains. These

processes reduce the coÌiform levels by about 90% (Maclaren

1986). The varying levels of influent total and fecal

col iform organisms were handied very we1 I by the UV

disinfection uni.ts. The units were capable of reducing

influent levels to acceptable permitted discharge limits Ín

almost aIl cases. The units were not sensitive to shock

I oadings .

The two units did exhibit differences in influent coliform

concentrations as shown in the appropriate figures. This

could be attributed to the type of effluent each was

receiving. The two plants each receive final effluent, but

the type of nutrient removal was different for the two

reactors. Reactor F received effluent which was treated with

alum for phosphorous removal. Reactor T initiatly received

effluent which used biological methods for nutrient removal.

The biological nutrient removal would be subject to higher

levels of microorgianisms than the chemical nutrient removal

train simply because of washover of excess microorganisms in
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the effluent from the bioloqical reactors. This produces a

high ioadingi on the final clarifiers, which in turn may pass

this on to the final effluent. However, the difference in

influent levels was not sufficient enough to influence the

disinfection effectiveness of the two units'

The intensity varied over the study duration as a function

of transmissivity and. absorbance of the UV radiation by

particulate and. fouling of the quartz sleeves. A degrradation

of intensity is noted as the study progressed until cleaning

of the quartz sleeves occurred on day 59. This was evident

from read.Íngs taken by the intensity meter suppiied with one

of the units. The intensity meter, it l.fas found, provided a

quick and easy method of determining when cleanÍng should

occur, but was not indicative of the actual intensity in the

reactor. More sophisticated models were used for this

purpose, such as the point source summation model used in

this thesis. Intensity can be expected to decrease based on

transmissivity and other characteristics of the wastewater.

The mathematical mod.els can account for these variations by

using easily measured parameters, such as transmissivity.

The dosage received by the microorganisms \,Ías fairly

constant after the first 14 days of the study. Dosage ranged

from 12 to in excess of 90 mVls/cma. The average dosage

received was around 35 to 40 mIt7s,/cm¡. The dosage remained

fairly constant even though there lrere reductions in the
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intensity of the 1amps, ds calculated. This $/as probably

offset by lower flow rates, which resulted in longer

residence times in the reactors. The theoretical residence

time was used to calculated the dosage. Detailed hydraulic

modelling using tracer studies hras not done for this level

of study. These would be more appropriate for larger open

channels if retro fittinq UV disinfection models in such

channelsis contemplated. Itlide variations in residence times

can occur. However, sÍnce the aspect ratio of the pilot

units Ì,{as higih, it seems reasonable the dispersion

coefficient and the other indices of short circuiting wi I I

indÍcate the reactors are close to pluq flow. This was a

reasonable conclusÍon since detai led tracer studies and

hydraulic modelling were not done. The theoretical residence

time would probably be close to the averagie residence time

in the reactor.

The reactors showed good performance and good disinfection
abiiity at high flow and low residence time, and as a

consequence, low d.osage. The reactors \rere able to prod.uce

an acceptable effluent at elevated flow rates, as indicated

in the results section.

The effluent total. and fecal coliform IeveIs are the basis

for determining the performance of any disinfection method,

chemical, physical or otherwise. The effiuent fecal coliform

levei is the mark by which the discharge permits will be set

in the future. The fecal coliform levei ís determined by
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taking the geometric mean of the fecal col iform level

observations. Most discharge permits will be based on the

geometric mean.

Reactor F and Reactor T were both capable of producing an

acceptable effluent with fecal coliform levels below the

2OO/7OO mL iimit. The gleometrÍc means shown in the sunmary

table show the pilot plants produced fecal coliform levels

of 27.74 organísms/100 mL and t35 .24 organisms,/100 mL f or

the non-photoreactivated and pholoreactivated conditions

respectively. The disinfected effluent would meet the

discharge permit I imits of 2OO org,anisms,/L00 mL. This

effluent would be suitable for discharge to waters used for
primary recreational purposes, based on guidelines reported

earlier.

The total coliform was also significantiy reduced by the

disinfection units. The total effluent coliform discharged

to the receiving stream was 50.34 organisms/1,Oo mL and 993

organisms/LOA mL for the

photoreactivated conditions respectively. Based on total

coliform populations in the effluent, this would be suitable

for discharge to secondary recreational waters. However, the

current giuide I ines and l imits are based on the more

restrictive orgianism, fecal col iform.

The disinfectÍon units were able to reduce effluent total

coliform levels in excess of 99% for all conditions. This

shows the units were providing a well disinfected effluent,

non-photoreactivated and
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and \{ere performing properly. Disínfection of Bonnybrook

final effluent seems to be particularly amenable to

disinfection using ultraviolet lÍqht. This is a reasonable

conclusion based on the low solids and BOD levels in the

final effluent from the plant. These are the two main

factors influencing the effectiveness of disinfection usingi

ul traviolet i igiht .

There \ras significant photoreactivation of both total and

fecal coliform occurring. This can be seen in all fiqures

relatingr

conditions. Researchers (EPA 1986, Scheible 1986) have

concluded photoreactivation wi I I occur at al I operating

plants. The infiuence on log reduction shows an order of

magnitude increase in the populations for photoreactivated

conditions. The exact impact of photoreactivation can be

minimized. There can be an overdesign in the reactor

resulting in a longer residence time and hiqih dosaqe to

ensure inactivation of more organisms to account for

possible photoreactivation. The pítot units tested supplíed

a dosagie which ensured higrh inactivation because even

photoreactivated effluent met the estabi ished discharge

limits. In addition, the influence of the natural elements

on the degree of photoreactivation must be evaluated.

Coliform organisms do not survive well outside of very

specific condítions, including temperature and nutrient

conditions. The temperature of the Bow River, for example,

non-photoreact ivated and photoreact ivated
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couid 1Ímit the amount of photoreactivation taking place

since it is a mountain fed river which exhibits low

temperature. Nutrient conditions in the river, however,

would require further evaluation to determine if this is a

iimiting factor as well. The degree of suspended material in

the river would also influence photoreactivation. The Bow

River is a very cIear, shallow, fast flowing river. The

degree of sunlight penetration would be greater than a river

which l.¡as turbid, deep and slow moving. This ef f ect would

require further studY as weIl.

The deqree of photoreactivation is influenced by the amount

of suspended sotids in the final effluent. The suspended

sol id.s provide shielding from ultraviolet radiation, but

must also provid.e some shÍelding from visible light required

f or photoreactivation. The f igures show the higrher the

suspended. sol ids concentration, the less the effect of

photoreactivation, but a weak correlation is found. However,

the figures also show the total and fecal coI iform

reductions were increased at higher suspended sol ids

concentrations. This would not be expected' The inverse

should. have been evident with a decrease in log reduction at

higher suspend.ed soi id.s concentrations. The reason for the

apparent effor would be the clarity of the effluent and the

low suspend.ed. solids concentrations. These very low values

would not show the shielding effecet to a great degree. The

shielding effect would be more prominent at higher suspended



sol ids concentrations, which

thesis.

The log reduction at higher suspended solids concentrations

for the photoreactivated conditions was close to the log

reduction for the non-photoreactivated conditions. This

could. have been due to some shielding by particulate matter

of the vÍsibile light required for photoreactivation. It

would seem reasonable to assume that dÍscharge to highly

turbid water would. be less prone to photoreactivation than

clear water. However, since photoreactivation can occur in a

relatively short time period., the time between exposure to

radiation and discharge to the turbid water would have to be

very short. In addition, the exposure to visible tight along

the length of the outfal I channel or pipe would require

minimization. This would be a constraint on most operating

plants, since open rectangular outfail channels seem to be

the norm. Ctosed rectangular or circular channels would be

required, as well as submerged outfalls located in the river

channel. These two factors could help limit the exposure to

visible i ight. Photoreactivation, however, cannot be

prevented comPIeteiY.

The relationship of colíform reduction and dosage for this

study fol lows the results and. relationships cited in

literature sources. The plots of Iog coliform reduction

versus d.osage show the characteristic steep portion from 10

\rere not studied

144
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mVls/cnr to 30 mWs/cm¡ with a flatteningi of the curve from

thís dosage to higher dosages. The tailing effect noted' by

other researchers is also noted in this study. The steep

portion of the curve, although not shown on the plots,

exhibited. from the lower.dosages to the medium dosages shows

the inactivation of the less resistant organisms. Ïn

addition, these organisms absorb UV radiatíon readily and

are not shielded. by particulate matter. The second portion

of the curve reached a point where shielding by particulate

matter, as detailed by the EPA (1986) and other researchers'

decreases the effect of increased dosage on inactivation'

The curve has been plotted. as linear from dosages of 30

mws/cmz and. higher, and a very poor correlation between

dosage and. coliform reduction is noted.

shielding effect ' Dosages higher than 30

mWs/cm2 wi I I

inactivation. fn addítion, these hígher dosages wiII not

prevent photoreactivation. The hÍgher dosages would not

represent an efficientty operating reactor for the suspended

sol id.s leveIs and transmissivity levels encountered in this

study. Higher dosages witI show higher inactivation for

plants which have higher suspended sol ids and lower

transmissivity. The important factor to note, is not all

plants could or should be designed with the same averag'e

not result in s igni f i cant IY

This shows the

ml¡Is,/cma to 40

increased
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dosage. The same inactivation would not be expected for

conditions other than those used in the pilot plant studies.

The curves of Iog reductÍon and dosage aIso show the

reaction or inactivation is not ideal first order. The first

portion of the curve exhibits a steeper slope than the

second portion of the curve. fdeal first order kinetics

would. exhibit a straight I ine for this semi-log plot.

However, the portion of the curve from 30 m$Islcmz and higher

does appear to be linear. The first portion of the curve

could be neglected since d.osages of less than 30 mVJs/cm?

would. not be designed in actual practice. Inactivation

dosages for common microorgianisms are in the range of 10

mlrJs/cm?. Designers commonly use a f actor of 2 to determÍne

the required dosaqe, ê5 wel I as Iamp aging and quartz

foulingr factors, to determÍne the required dosage for a fuii

scale unit. This would result in design dosaqes of 30

mWs,/cma in fuI l scale units. The lower dosages which would

d.eviate the curve from first order can be

The dosage required for a satisfactory

was 35 mirls,/cm2. Fecal coliform reduction

gg.g3%. This would result in an effiuent fecal coliform

population (non-photoreactivated) of 20 orgianisms,/100 mL

based. on the geometric mean Ínfluent fecal colÍform level,

27 ,37g organisms,/100 mL. This dosage would resul t ín an

neg I ected .

col iform reduction

would be -3.15 or
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effluent fecal coliform population, photoreactívated, of

t37 orgTanisms,/100 mL. These are within the recommended

limits for primary recreation.

FouI ing and cleaning of the reactors is a maÍntenance

concern. Manpower must be available to physically remove and

clean the quartz sleeves and the I igiht tubes when f oul ing

has occurred. This is required to keep the disinfection

process operatingi efficiently by maintaining the sleeves in

an as clean a condition as possibie. In addition, systems

which require Iargle amounts of maintenance and manpolrer will

not function properly at an operating facility since both

manpower and time are allotted on a limited basis. The two

reactors tested were able to perform satisfactorily over an

extended period of time with no cleaning or maintenance. The

reactors were initially cleaned when the pilot plants were

commissioned and not again unti I almost L,4O0 hours of

continuous operation had elapsed. There was no degradation

in effluent quality duringr this time.

The quartz sleeves exhibited some surface scale when they

were removed. The scale on the reactor initial ly

disinfecting chemically treated water showed a gelatinous

coating. This gelatinous coating \{as probably due to the

presence of excess alum reactingr with hydroxides in the

wastewater. Liquid alum is used for phosphorous removal at

the Bonnybrook plant. However, the scale did not decrease

the reactor efficiency. The scale on the reactor sleeves
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initially treatíng effluent from the biological nutrient

removal pilot plant showed a more opaque scale which did not

take as Iong to air dry as the qelatinous scale. This is

probably closer to the hard water scale which would be

expected due to the hiqh hardness of the wastewater. These

two scales can be removed by chemical cleaning. The extended

period of time between cleaning is an operational advantage

since littie or no operator attention or maÍntenance of the

UV disinfection system was required during Èhis time.

There were no 1Íght tubes changed during the study. The

lamps for Reactor F were new. The Iamps for Reactor T,

however, were older and had been used on previous occasions.

Lamp failure was not apparent during the pÍlot plant study.
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6.0 Conclusions

1) Two piiot plant ultraviolet disinfection systems elere

operated at Calgary, Alberta for a period of 106 days'

Operational performance and factors affecting ultraviolet

d.isinfection were evaluated over this time.

Ð The two reactors evaluated were parallel f low, submergied,

quartz sleeve enclosed tube reactors.

3) The two reactors performed satisfactorily and produced

final dÍsinfected effluent which would consistently meet

the established guidelines for fecal coliform level.

4) The mean suspended soI ids concentration for the study

period was 6.97 mg/\. The suspended sotÍds level did not

influence the disinfection efficiency of the pilot

plants. The d.isinfection efficiency showed an increase at

higher suspended solids concentrations, which would noL

be intuitively expected. This was due to the low

suspended. solíds concentration in the welI clarifÍed

effluent.

5) The mean BOD concentration during the study was 2.94

mg/L. The BOD did not affect the disinfection process.

6) The mean transmíssivity during the study was 67.9%.

7) The point source summation model was ttsed to calculate

averag,e intensity in the reactors. The intensity meter

supplied with the units was not sufficíent as an

intensity measuring device, and was subject to

significant drift. The meter is intended to províde an



estimate of cleaning requirements.

8) Photoreactivation was found to be significant.

Photoreactivation produced an order of magnitude increase

in both total and fecal coliform levels over

non-photoreact ivated levels .

9) The effect of photoreactivation was decreased at higher

suspend.ed solids concentrations. This may have been due

to some shieldíng of visible iigrht by the suspended

particuLates in the water.

L0) Dosages above 35 mWs,/cmz did not reduce fecal or total

coliform levels significantly. The increased dosage did

decrease the effects of photoreactivatíon.

LL) A dosage of 35 mWs/cm2 would produce acceptable fecal

coliform reductions and levels. The log effluent fecal

coliform reduction would be -3.15 and -2.6 for

non-photoreactivated and photoreactivated condÍtions

respectively. This corresponds to fecal coliform levels

of 20 organÍsms/100 mL and L37 organisms/loo mL. These

ère less than primary contact recreational objectives of

2OO organisms,/100 mL.

tZ) The UV disinfection pilot plants operated continuously

in excess of 1,300'hours without a noticeable

degradation Ín disinfection efficiency.

13) Cleaning after 1,300 hours showed scale formation on the

quartz sleeves due to hard water and alum precipÍtation.

150
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14) The geometric mean of the effluent fecal coliform

level was 2L.7 organisms/LOO mL and t35.2 organisms,/1"00

mL for the non-photoreactivated and photoreactivated

conditions respectiveiy for the study period'



7.0 Recommendatíons fo@

There are a number of areas for future research which can be

extracted from this thesis. The following is a suflu1ary of

some future research needs. This Iisting is not intended to

be exhaustive.

L) The d.etermínation of an easy method of determÍning the

effectiveness of the UV disinfection process in the plant

setting. Currently, bioassay measurements are the only

method of determining the effectiveness.

2) The development of a uv intensity meter which can

accurately reflect the conditions within the reactor.

Current meters are only provided as an indicator of when

cleaning should be inítiated.

3) Investigation of the apparent increase in disinfection

effectiveness at increasing suspended solids

concentration, è5 shown in this thesÍs.

4) The use of ultrasonic devices to break up large particles

in the final effluent to improve the disinfection

effectiveness.

5) The use of ultraviolet disinfection for combíned sewer

overflows.

L52

6) The effect of receÍving stream turbidity, temperature and

depth on photoreactivation.

An investiqation into ways of preventing or mitigating

photoreactivation in wastewater treatment plants'

A compend.ium of operating experience at UV facilities.

7)

B)
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Residence Tíme

Residence Time * \l/Q

V - reactor liquid volume, litres

O E flow rate, litres/second

Example: JanuarY 21, 199L, Reactor

Y - 27.6 Litres

Q * 3.68 L/s

Residence Time * 27-6 L/3'68 L/s È

Absorbance Coef f icient

% Transmittance E 100 x 10-(''ut

Àbsorbance coefficient - 2'3 x a'u'

% Transmittance = measured transmissivity' %

a.u. = energi-y absorption per unit depth, absorbance units/cm

Rearrangi ng,

a.u. - -log (%transmittance/100)

Absorbance coefficient : 2.3 x -1og(%transmittance/100)

Example, JanuarY 2L, 1991 Reactor F

% transmÍssion = 74.7

Absorbance coef f icient = 2.3 x -log Q4.7/LOO) = L-29I362.

F

B-1

7.5 seconds

UV Densitv

UV density - total UV output/liquid volume

totalwoutputÉnominalUVoutput/lampx*oflamps,Watts
iiquid volume - reactor liquid volume' litres



The two pi lot ptant reactors were equipped with 6

tubes which have a nominal UV ouÈput of 26 '7

totat UV output É 6 x 25'7 - 160'2 Watts

Example, Reactor F

Total UV outPut = t6O '2 !{atts

Liquid volume E 27 '6 Litres

UV d.ensity = L6O'2 Ytatts/Z7 '6 L = Þ'8 Watts/L

Thenominalaveragieintensityisfoundbyusingthepoint

sourcesummationmodelcurvesgeneratedbyEPA.Thecurve

used f or this stud'y was curve 7-2A f or reactors with a

uniformlampspacing.Thenominalaverageintensityisfound
byusingthecalculatedabsorbancecoefficientandtheUV
dens i tY .

Examp1e, JanuarY 2I, 1991 Reactor F

UV d'ensity = 5'B Watts/L

Absorbance coefficient = O'291362

Nominal intensity - 18'500 u$l'zcml or 18'5 mW/cm1

B-2

G64T5 lamP

Vlatts. The

Adjusted Nominal Averaqe Intensitv

The nominal averagie intensity is adjusted by two

account for IamP aging, fouling etc'

I.- = Nominal I.w X Fo x Ft

Nominal I.- = nominal average intensity' mW/cm¡

factors to



FP

F.

actual lamp output/nominal lamp output

actual transmittance of quartz sleeves/nominal

transmittance of quartz sleeves

FrÞ

Fr

o.7

0.6 to reflect the long periods between

maintenance

Example, JanuarY 2L, 1991 Reactor F

Nominal I.w = 18'5 mltl/cmz

Fo o O.7

Ft : 0'6

I.w = 18.5 mhl/cm2 x O.7 x 0'6

Dosacle

Dosage = I.w x residence time

I.- : average intensitY' mW/cm2

B-3

cleaning and

Residence time - theoretical residence time' seconds

ExamPIe, JanuarY 2t' t99L Reactor F

I.w - 8.88 mVl/cmz

Residence time - 7 '5 seconds

= 8.88 mW/cml

Dosage = 8.88 mYl/cm? x 7 '5 seconds É 66.6 mWs,/cm1


